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Michael James Gorham 1986
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
GENERAL COURT
Alfred Ellyson Richard Haynes
Peter Simon Annie Mae Schwaner




ELECTED FOR 3 YEAR TERM






























Brian G. Eastman 1985 Walter M. Hastings, Chief 1985
William E. Beane 1986 Paul S. Wentworth, Deputy Chief 1986
Kenneth H, Clark 1987 Charles E. Kinney 1986
Neil E. Emerson 1987
TREASURER William R. Clark 1987
Harold I. Williams 1987
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Karin Truckenbrodt, Chairman 1986
ELECTED ANNUALLY
Chris Miller, Vice Chairman 1986
CHIEF OF POLICE Kathe Cussen, Treasurer 1986
William J. Letiole Denis Currier 1986
Glendon E. Emerson 1985
HIGHWAY AGENT Peter Archibald 1986
Proctor W. Wentworth, Jr.
HISTORIC COMMISSION
AUDITORS Kenneth H. Clark, Ex-Officio
Karen Heddemon 1986 Priscilla Lindquist 1985
Karen Sapankevych 1985 Jorge Mesa-Tejada 1985
LIBRARY TRUSTEES Elsie Carideo 1986
Catherine Robbins 1985
Muriel Gorton 1987
David Lanning (Appointed) 1985
George Moore 1987








1985 Leonard R. Chase
Susan E, Hastings
Paul J. Auger 1986 ASSESSOR/CODE ENFORCEMENT-HEALTH OFFICER
BUDGET COMMITTEE Earl E. Hall 111
Albert C. Lake, Jr. 1987 CABLE TV ADVISORY BOARD
Claire Robinson 1987 John W. Cross Clayton Shaw
Charles Kinney 1985 Charles Miller
Paul Wentworth 1985
Neil E. Emerson 1986 SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE












Vince Colotti Richard Rand
Roland Thiboutot Robert Weimer
WAGE & SALARY COMMITTEE




SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF VOTING
AT ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 13,1984
ARTICLE:
Election of Officers
Kenneth H. Clark, Selectman 3 Years
William J. Letoile, Jr. Chief of Police
Proctor Wentworth, Road Agent
Alfred H. Brickett, Town Clerk-Tax Collector 3 Years
Karen E. Heddemon, Auditor 2 Years
Harold I. Williams, Treasurer 3 Years
Wendell Mclntire, Library Trustee 3 Years
Susan E. Hastings, Trustee Trust Funds, 3 Years
Richard M. Garcia, Trustee Cemeteries 3 Years
Albert C. Lake, Jr., Budget Committee 3 Years
Claire Robinson, Budget Committee 3 Years
Michael James Gorham, Moderator 2 Years
Sheila Arold Gorham, Supervisor Checklist 6 Years














Officers (see School Report)












SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY




Memorial Gymnasium, Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment








Highway Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment






































































Protest Check Fees 77.00
Sales 137.00
Marriage Licenses 793.00
Interest Checking Account 286.97
Fees 4,897.00
TOTAL DEBITS $277,617.72
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER $277,517.72
Petty Cash on Hand 100.00
TOTAL CREDITS $277,617.72
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Uncollected Taxes-Beginning of Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Tax









Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties








Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Residents Taxes





Uncollected Taxes End of Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Tax
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax
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A & J Realty Trust
Alexander, John & Claire
Ambrefe, Joseph & Maureen
Anzalone, Joseph Jr. & Kathleen
Arlington Trust Co.
Aspec BIdg. & Dev
Atherton, LeBaron S.





Barthelmess, John & Katharine
Basic Innovations, Inc.
Bedard, Cynthia & Gerald
Bcdard, Gary & Barbara
Beede, Valda K.
Bernard, Mary
Berube, Arthur & Rosemary
Best, David & Geraldine
Blake, Roger & Helen
Boyd, Olive D.
Brown, Frank C.
Bryant, Shirley & Henry
Burke, William & Virginia
Cammarata, John & Sandra
Ceaser, William & Laura
Collette, Paul & Donna
Copeland, David & Karen
Corson, Heirs Hond
Cotter, Michael & Lauren
Covill, Roger & Belle
Curette, Harold & Patricia
Cutting, Michael & Lisa
Darling, Lewis C. Jr.
Davis, H Joel & Sue
Derry, Marshall & Henrietta
Deshaies, Gerald & Eleanor
Di John Realty Co.
Doyle, Edmond & Ida
Draper, Willis & Alexandra
Dubois, Albert & Reina
Dunkavich, Nicholas III & Mary
Dunn, William Jr. & Kathi
Durkee, Roy & Elaine
Duston, Mary
Emma, Salvatore & Barbara
Estabrook, Boyd A
Evergreen Enterprises Inc.
Fisher, Robert & Andrea
Fisher, Wayne & Etal
Foster, John & Bertha
Foster, Robert R.
Four O Realty Trust
G & S Trust
Gagne, Bruce & Marcia
Garcia, Richard
George, Daniel & Marie
Gibbons, Paul & Patricia
Gray, Frederick & ELeanor
Grosso, Robert J.
Grover, Jack
Guilmet, George & Rachel






































































Hooper, David & Anita
Houston, Florence & Potter, P & R




J & J Realty Trust








Knox, Robert & Teresa
Krause, Richard & Joan
Kuchaiz, Wayne & Donna
Labrie, Richard & Susan
Laidlaw, Bruce & Marie
Lamb, Harold C. Jr., & Susan
Land & Sea Inc.
Lavioe, Virginia & Heirs Gerard
Lawsing, James Jr. & Mary
Lawton, Frances
Lee, Eric H.




Libby, Frances & Willis
Lufkin, James & Denise
Lund, Elizabeth L
Lyman, Lois & Faneauf, Ross
MacLeod, Wayne & Nancy
Mahoney, Joseph & Barbara
Mansfield, Raymond & Eleanor
Marr, Jean & Constantine, James
Martin, Charlotte & Hazen
Martin, Donald & Agnes
Matthews, Hugh & Marie
Mavris, Mercy M.
McCoy, Billy & Beverly
McLean, Jacqueline
McMahon, Henry M
Meaney, Richard & Kathleen
Merritt, Dennis & Hathaway Ann
Mesa-Tcjada, Jorge & Willa
Mills, John
Moberg, Eric & Karen
Monahan, Dorothy
Moskow Realty Trust
Mullett, Walter & Margaret
Murphy, Marie E,
Nadeau, Bruce & Faith
Nadeau, Clarence & Eleanor
Nico Builders
Nute, Philip & Micheic


































































Owens, Ronald & Jill 1280.00
Parker, Heirs Louise 19.00
Patey, Kenneth & Paula 2221.00
Phillips, William & Patricia 891.00
Pitman, Emery & Lorraine 1278.00
Pitman, Heirs John 1397.00
Poole, Althea & Rodat, Sahron 419.00
Poole, Lester & Anderson, Geraldine 757.00
Popp. Arlene 772.00
Post, Richard & Joanne 1820.00
R & S Realty Trust 2262.00
R&D Realty Trust 1730.00
Ray, William C. Jr. 2206.00
Richter, Howard S. 989.00
Robertson, John 5162.00
Robinson, David J. 1963.00
Rose, Bessie & Parmenter, P & M 1040.00
Roselli, Richard 1166.00
Rossetti Family Trust 1412.00
Rundell, James & Donna 1926.00
RVS Inc. 1680.00
Sabans, Ormand & Martha 1896.00
Salafia, Frank & Dianna 1732.00
Schlichte, John & Jeanne 2099.00
Seckendorf, Roland V 588.00
Seuss, Steven & Roberta 743.00
Smith, Irving & Eva 483.65
"Soloman, Barry S. Etal 305.00
Souhegan Lodge 38 ioof 943.00
Specific Builders Inc. 745.00
Stewart-Nadeau Ltd. 910.00
Storey, Nancy L 68.00
Storey, Particia & David 704.00






Tanner, Herbert & Jean
Thistle, Fred & Diane
Thomas, John & Patricia
Thompson, Lawrence & Anne
Thome, Laurence & Rosemary
Thornton, Dianne & Lawler, Sandra
Tobin, Frederick T
Tocci, Eileen & Keezer, Mildred
Touchette, Cherie L
Towne, Richard
Trathen, Ron & Cynthia
True, Roger




Valenti, Frank & Linda
Vaugh, Joseph & Sarah
Villella, Robert
Vosberg, Fred Jr. & Virginia
Ward, Seldon L & Janet
Warren, Robert & Diane
Weber, Robert & Paula
Weber, William & Judith
Wheeler, Peter
White, Paul & Mary
Wickson, Richard
Williams, Howard O Sr
Young, Heidi M.
Zanninni, Anthony & Janet
Denis Richard & Geraldine
Real Estate Stop inc.
1984 National Banl< Tax
Indianhead National Bank






































UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1983 1982
A & J Realty Trust 2623.77
Atherton, Lebaron 878.53
B & J Realty Trust 1725.66
Basic Innovations 2035.87 1283.05
Berube, Arthur & Rose 1555.97
Cutting, Michael & Lisa 749.70
Darling, Lewis C. 1236.98 1167.36
Dunkavich. Nick 1508.21 527.32
Dunn, William & Kathi 165.02
Durkee, Roy & Elaine 806.66
Evergreen Enterprises 411.02




Haggett, Lorenzo & Bette 165.04
Hartford, Douglas & Chery 544.62 310.88
Herbert, Edward 791.96
Howard, Dean 370.21
J & J Realty Trust 1501.00
Kates, Marshall 1573.92
Kuchaiz, Wayne & Donna 269.46
Lavoie, Virginia & Gerard 1333.00
Lewis, Peter 598.02
Lund, Elizabeth 1209.34
McCoy, Billy & Beverly 1112.47 1050.08
McLean, Jacqueline 431.28
MesaTejade, Jorge & W. 1345.38 1272.70
Murphy, Marie 780.62
O'Leary, Jeremiah & Joyce 235.81
Plourde, Robert & Debra 1865.82
PMC Realty Trust 995.51
R & S Realty 404.83 351.32
RVS 1781.31 1022.03
Sabans, Ormand & Martha 2129.64
Schlichte, John & Jeanne 2238.88
Seckendorf, R V INV 579.00
Soloman, Barry Etal 28.00
Southwick, John & Beverly 135.02
Soufhwick, John & James 1125.38





Warren, Robert & Diane 690.96
Wickson, Richard 1213.46











Tax Sales Redeemed 1983
Interest & Costs 1983
Property Tax 1984
1984 Property Tax Int.
Property Tax 1982
Property Tax Int.- 1982
Yield Tax 1984
Tax Sales Redeemed 1981
Interest & Costs 1981
Resident Tax 1984
Resident Tax Penalty 1984
Tax Sales Redeemed 1982














































Cash Balance January 1.1984






































































1090 Cash For Deposit-Gen Fund
1100 Cash-Bank Meridian
1110 Cash-Plaistow Bk & Trust
1210 M/M-Bank Meridian
1300 M/M-Revenue Sharing
1310 Cash-Land Purchase Fund
Total Treasurer's Assets
SELECTMANS REPORT
Town Charges (1984 Budget)
Town Charges (1984 Budget)




























47,667.32 Old Age Assistance
4,644.95 Total














20,000.00 Accruals from 1983 Balance Shei





jp^aoo ^ Data Processing










































































$29,856.98 Unemployment Conpensation 590.84
50,061.82 Retirement Contribution 6,000.00
2,937.78























7003 Town Clerk/Tax Collector 20.496.00
7005 Auditors 1,260.00
150,525.71
7006 Trustees of Trust Funds 50.00
7007 Supervisors of Checklist 661.98
73,251.65 7008 Moderator 189.00
66,274.20 7009 Treasurer ,.120.0:00








7021 Labor-Town Clerk Off.
Pavroll




























Vernon W. Dingman, III
Edith E. Holland










































































































NH Municipal Assoc, of Preservation Comm. 10.00
NH Assoc, of Historic Dist. Comm. 1.00
NH Municipal Sec. Assoc. 10.00






































Nat. Fire Prot. Assoc.












































7064 Town Office Heat
Duston Oil Co., Inc.
7065 Town Office Utilities
Public Service Co. of NH
7066 Gym Heat
Duston Oil Co., Inc.
7067 Gym Utilities
Public Service Co. of NH
7068 Meeting House Heat
Duston Oil Co., Inc.
7069 Meeting House Utilities
Public Service Co. of NH
7070 Town Garage Heat
Duston Oil Co., Inc.
7071 Town Garage Utilities












G.A. Watson & Sons, Inc.
7075 Firchouse Heat
Duston Oil Co., Inc.
7076 Firehouse Utilities








Nelson M. Powell, Inc.
Salem Coca-Cola Bottling




























































7078 Town Garage Expense
Robert Boulter
7079 Meeting House Expense
$115.00
Riverside Plumb. & Heat 95.21
Robert Vatcher 86,78
Thomas C. Verrill 1,000,00
Peter Peront Company 250,00
State Lme Pest Control 240.24









Kerry J. Clark 67.16












Merrimack Valley Tires 328.13
Phillips Automotive 49.04
Roger's Repair Service 274.50
Senter Auto Supply 135.65 $1,282.19
7109 Supplies
Access 196.50
Don's Market, Inc. 1.25
William J. Letoile, Jr. 122.20
Loral Press 187,50
NH Welding Supply 14 97
Senter Auto Supply 68.17
Thompson's Office Products 40.11
Keene Advertising 263.84
Miller Office Supply 4.32
Wear Guard Work CI. 69.53 $968.39
7110 Miscellaneous
Hampstead Postmaster 13.71
Don's Market, Inc. 3.75
The Haverhill Gazette 25.56
IBM Corp. 118.00
William J. Letoile, Jr. 45.61
Norm's Trustworthy Hdwre, 3.19
Rock, County Newspapers 38.25
Central Equipment Co. 16.29 $264.36
7111 Gasoline
Busfield Cranton Oil $5,020.50
Don's Market 105.90
Hampstead Pharmacy 18.01 $5,144.41
7113 Dogs
Payroll 90.00
Blue Seal Feeds 221,19
Kingston Animal Hospital 58.00
William J. Letoile, Jr. 15.00
NH S.P.C.A. 70.00
Plaistow True Value 30,14 $484.33
$51,418.55
18
7114 Special Duty I
Payroll

































NH Assoc, of Fire Chiefs
NH State Fireman's Assoc.









































































































































Hampstead Rescue Squad 644.80
Susan Hastings 81.60










William Sackett JOOO $2,834.64
Medical Supplies




H.L. Moore Drug Exchange 920.64
NH Welding Supply 154.12
Lifeline Products 31.46




International Mun. Sg. 20.00 $1,148.00
Maintenance
Duston Oil Co. 194.00
Hampstead Garage 127.88




Hampstead Postmaster 6.60 $556.60














Town of Kingston 42,289.00













































7505 Southern NH Emerg. Ambulance Serv.
NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
Appropriation
7603 Newmarket Health Center
MENTAL HEALTH
Appropriation














































$500.00 The Haverhill Gazette
500.00
7453 Supplies
Brady Business Forms 52.25
Equity Publishing 19.50
Granite State Stamp 17.94
Miller Office Supply 29.00







































Daniel D. Crean 92.33
Equity Publishing 76.72













Blue Cross/Blue Shield $4,724.01
John H. Grover Insurance 1,327.00
Insurance Exchange 15,201.98
NH Workers Compensation 7,291,68
Provident Mutual Life 1,051.20






Emerson Ave. Greenhouses 24.00
Leith Flower Shop 30.00
Union Flag 183.75
Hampstead Lions Club 750.00



















Michael M. Curry 500.00
Dependable Rubbish 500.00
Dean C. Howard 1,200.00




Ralston Tree Service 352.40
Worthen Brothers Const. 1,100.00















Leslie E. George, Jr.
Frank C. Howard





NH State Prison Ind.















































































































































































Rockingham County Commissioners 56,00
United Federal Savings 1,285.75
Public Service Co. 89.39
Duston Oil 636.05
Don's Market 35.00
Plaistow Co-operative Bank 1,842.76
Riverside Plumbing 107.40
Moore & Hart 88.00
Dependable Sewer Service 2,150.00
Hav. Radiological 58.00
Custeau's Supermarkets 115.94



































Allores Sales & Service
8411 Improvement Repairs
NH Fence
8412 Equipment - New
Hampstead Hardware
Rosengrantz























PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT






















REVENUE SHARING - 1984


















8601 Rex'kiiiyham Regional Planning Comniission
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Expenditures








NH Assoc, of Cons. Comm.









































Tom Neff, R.P.F $150.00
Land Development
Rayond S. Bassett 132.00
East Coast Lumber 64.59
Leslie E. George. Jr. 110.00
Ne-San, Inc. 87.50
Worthen Bros. Const. 1,000.00
Merle Johnson 565.00 $1,959.09
Shop Pond
Payroll 231.00
Greenwood Trout Hatchery 200.00 $431.00
Ordway Park $72.00
























































i NE Telephone 138.44
Public Service Co. 37.46 $175.90
Alfred H. Brickett 2,512.00
E>:ecutive Auto Lease 115.00
Total Expenditures $14,844.55
Frederick G. Ladd 19.26
Balance $935.45
H. & J. Mills 57.78
Jos. & Vicki Shaw 22.00
Keith & Carroll Simpson 50.00 RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTION
Lorenzo & B. Haggett 89.76 Appropriation 2,000.00
Marion A. Flanders 10.00 Expenditures:
Nancy & Gerald Gray 312.08 8605 Payroll 6,000.00
Reinhold Haus 3,105.33 Overdraft 4,000.00
Roger C. Hibberb 17.00
Rosalind Hensiek 216.14
Terry Bunker 3.00 INTEREST
Village Square Land Deu. 443.92
mA ^ A > B^-^^ta^ m





Derry Rank & Trust Co. 8,773.69





Payroll $7,151.44 RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEERS
Sports Activities Appropriation 500.00
Benson's 7.50 Expenditures
Don's Market 4.90 7606 Retired Senior Volunteers 500.00
East Coast Lumber 221.45
Goldsmith Sporting Goods 26.30







Timberlane Jr. Baseball 200.00 $788.90 The Haverhill Gazette 1095
Elderly Activities Capitol Cash Register 2.000.00 $2,010.95
Joyce THibeault 1,655.20 Overdraft $10.95
Timberlane Trans. 1,185.00 $2,840.20 9003 Rescue Vehicle
Equipment Appropriation $16,000.00
Goldsmith Sporting Goods 16.50 Expenditures:
Great Northern Swing 500.00 None
Mears Trust 55.00 $571.50 Balance $16,000.00
Maintenance 2010 Data Processing (1983)
Dependable Sewer 200.00 Balance, 1983 $3,484.20



























Fire Resistant Cabinet (Article 17)
Appropriation
Expenditures






















Parking Lot (Article 25)
Appropriation
Expenditures












2009 Thomas C. Verrill & Co.
G.A. Watson
B&G Specialty


































Firehouse Lot & Grounds
Balance (1983) 26,736.83
Expenditures
Brett Donham & Sweeney 8,673.41
V.W. Dingham, III 965.00
Fryer, Boutin & Warhall 14,651.75
The Haverhill Gazette 7.30
Lawrence Eagle Tribune 65.45




Victor F. Ortale 120.00 $24,766.91
Balance $1,969.92
HAMPSTEAD PUBLIC LIBRARY








































































*Includes $60.00 cataloguing funds
















































Exeter Public Library 35.00
Ralph Rooney (mat) 20.00
Ralph Rooney (shelves) 71.50
Total 604.20
Maintenance
Advanced Business Machines (contract) 169.50
David Currier 29.03
Demers Glass 211.00
Dependable Sewer Service 60.00
Don's Hot Top 200.00
East Coast Lumber 103.01
Edward Rooney 58.05
Gerald Field Painting 1,200.00
IBM Business Machines (contract) 107.00





Smith Fire Equipment 5.00
Timerlane Plate Glass 170.00




B. Joyce Miller (film)
Constructive Playthings
Edna Brown, Jr. Merri-Hill-Rock
Jackie Rosetti
Merri-Hill-Rock Coop, dues
Mrs. D.R. Palmer, (NHTA workshop)
N.H. Library Assoc. -dues
N.H. Library Assoc, (spring mtg.)
N.H. Library Assoc, (fall mtg)
N.H. Trusteess Assoc. -dues
































Book of the Month Club

































New England Mobile Book Fair
New Hampshire Historical Soc.
Ollis Book Corp.













Thomas Bouregy Co., Inc.
Time Life
U.S. Gov't Printing Office
University Press of N.E.








































































Elizabeth Rooney (Dalton's) 19.88
Total 8592.60
SUBSCRIPTIONS







Fins and Feathers 12.95
Highlights 17.95




National Geographic Soc. 15.00
National Geographic (world) 9.95
National Wildlife 17.50
New England Living 5.99
New England Monthly 12.00
N.H. Business Review 9.00





Public Affairs Pamphlets 25.30
Ranger Rick 10.50
Sat. Evening Post 12.97
School Library Journal 47.00
(Bowker)
Smithsonian 18.00
Supt. of Documents 23.00






































































Robert P. Villella, Buttrick Road, New Home 60,000.00
Robert P. Villella, Buttrick Road, New Home 60,000.00
Robert P. Villella, Buttrick Road, New Home 70,000.00
Charles W. Ashford, Johnson Meadow, Duplex 57.000.00
Robert P. Villella, Buttrick Road, New Home 60,000.00
Jem T. Trust, Route 111, Commerical Bldg '. 30,000.00
Richard Towne, Gigante Drive, Duplex 57,000.00
Charles W. Ashford, Johnson Meadow 57,000.00
Specific Bldgs., Kelley Brook Lane, New Home 55,000.00
Richard Towne, East Road, Commercial Bldg 85,000.00
Richard Healey, East Main, Renovations 1000.00
Hunter Homes, Brown Hill, New Home 40,000.00
Howard Const., Lancaster, New Home, 56,000.00
Proc Wentworth, Lancaster, New Home 37,000.00
Peter Lewis, Rte. Ill, Commercial Bldg 20,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 50,000.00
Contect, Rte. Ill, Commercial Bldg 350,000.00
Dean Howard, Lancaster Rd., New Home 60,000.00
Dean Howard, Lancaster Rd., New Home 71,000.00
N-R-G Efficient, Kelley Brook Lane, New Home 65,000.00
Void Void
Robert Villella, Buttrick Rd., New Home 50,000.00
Robert Villella, Sawmill, New Home 65,000.00
Bilt-Rite, Inc., Lexington Drive, New Home 75,000.00
Vern Dingman, Route 121A, Commercial Bldg 53,000.00
Clinton Kirkness, Grove Drive, Garage 4,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Buttrick Road, New Home 90,000.00
Robert Villella, Buttrick Road, New Home 80,000.00
D. Reihold, E. Main, Addition 5,000.00
Frank Silva, Kelley Brook, New Home 55,000.00
Little Mexico 350,000.00
Hunter Homes, Shannon Rd., New Home 50,000.00
Hunter Homes, Shannon Rd., New Home 50,000.00
Hunter Homes, Shannon Rd., New Home 50,000.00
Hunter Homes, Holts Point, Duplex 50,000.00
Hunter Homes, Holts Point, Duplex 50,000.00
Hunter Homes, Holts Point, Duplex 50,000.00
Clinton Kirkness, Grove St., New Home 55,000.00
Ken Sciacca, Maple Ave., Addition 18,000.00
Gladys Houle, East Main, New Roof 1,500.00
Ken House, Shore Drive, Replace foundation 9,000.00
Peter Sakash, Woodridge Park, Add 2nd Story 40,000.00
Homestead Const., Kelley Brook Lane, New Home 55,000.00
James J. Galle, Emerson Ave., Green House 10,000.00
Robert Villella, Buttrick Rd., New Home 75,000.00
Lee J. Sullivan, Wash Pond Rd., Enclose Porch 5,000.00
Wentworth Bldgs., Lancaster Rd., Garage 15,000.00
Gerald Bowe, Sawyer Rd., Addition 45,000.00
Howard Const., Lancaster Rd., New Home 58,000.00
Howard Const., Lancaster Rd., New Home 96,000.00
Howard Const., Lancaster Rd., New Home 90,000.00
Dave Eraser, Buttrick Rd., New Home 65,000.00
Tom Hennessey, Moulton Drive, Alterations 15,000.00
James Dodge, Ashford Rd., New Home 40,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Lewis Lane, 16 Apartments 160,000.00
Jean Pitman, Central St., New Home 50,000.00
Tilton Const., Main St., New Home 90,000.00
Ed Zaremba, Commerce Park, Commercial Bldg 47,900.00
Wothen & Towne, Gigante Dr., Commercial Bldg 125,000.00
Owen Allen, East Rd., Misc 4,000.00




































































Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 50,000.00
Lewis Bldg., Bricketts Mill, New Home 49,000.00
Yvan Michaud, Scott Drive, Shed 1,000.00
-Richard Breinlingcr, Wash Pond Rd., Addition ^ 17,000.00
Emery Pitman, Centrel St., Porch 14,000.00
Kevin D. Talbot, Scott Drive, Pool A/G Deck 5,000.00
Steve Wentworth, Lancaster Rd., New Home 50,000.00
Paul Sweeney, Brown Hill, Pool A/G 1,000.00
David Lamontagne, Squire Ridge, Deck 1,000.00
Elizabeth Lewis, East Shore, Addition BOA 4,000.00
Howard Const., Shannon Rd., New Home 87,000.00
Land & Sea, Rte. Ill, Commercial Bldgs 55,000.00
Andrew C. Kloach, Rte. Ill, Commercial Bldg 4,000.00
John E. David, 212 Stage Rd., Alteration 2,500.00
Michael Carraghler, Main St., Shed 500.00
Roland A. Martcl J., Central St., Garage 3,500.00
Chester Rosolowski, Hazel Drive, Commercial Bldg 50,000.00
Denis Gelioa, Heath Rd., New Home 48,000.00
Christopher McCune, Holiday Lane, Addition 8,500.00
Robert A. Morse, Country Rd., Porch 3,300.00
Robert A. Morse, Country Rd., Shed 3,100.00
Eric Rand, Scott Drive, Shed 200.00
Life Time Homes, Scott Drive, New Home M 42,000.00
Life Time Homes, Scott Drive, New Home M 42,000.00
Life Time Homes, Scott Drive, New Home M 49,000.00
Rito Aceuedo, East Rd., Enclose Porch 3,000.00
R. Plekavich, Marilyn Park, New Home 60,000.00
W. Clark, Emerson, Shed 3,000.00
L. Paton, Kent Farm, Pool 8,900.00
Bruce Bednarski, Thomas Drive, Misc 2,000.00
Roger True, East Rd., Alterations 2,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Lewis Lane, Commercial Bldgs., 16 Apartmtiits (16) 160,000.00
Paul B. Gibson, Wash Pond, Shed 1,000.00
Anthony Felice, E. Main, Pool 8,000.00
Martin Waters, Checkerbury, New Home 50,000.00
Paul Powers, Kelley Brook, New Home 50,000.00
Jeff Jones, Brown Ave., LG Pool 20,000.00
Richard Lacasse, Wash Pond, I.G. Pool 10,000.00
Michael I Sciuto, Sunset Ave., New Roof 5,000.00
Robert Tucker, Scott Drive, A/G Pool 2,500.00
Robert Villella, Bloody Brook, New Home 60,000.00
Robert Villella, Bloody Brook, New Home 65,000.00
Robert Villella, Country Rd., I.G. Pool 8,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Atwood Dr.. New Home 90,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Atwood Drive, New Home 70,000.00
Glendon Emerson, Emerson Ave., Porch 1,000.00
Howard Const., Lancaster Rd., New Home 84,000.00
Richard Hassell, Hickory Road, New Home 60,000.00
Fred Whiting, Heath Road, Porch 5,000.00
Frank Morin, Raccoon Run, New Home 75,000.00
Lousie McCormack, Scott Drive, A/G Pool 1,000.00
Joseph Knight, Parklane Lane, Addition 4,200.00
Douglas Roix, Evergreen Dr., Deck 1,000.00
Brian Greeley, Emerson Ave., Addition 15,500.00
Hareesh Shah, Russet Lane 1/G Pool 5,000.00
R. Standley, Howard Drive, Deck 1,500.00
Maurice Worthen, Main St., Dormer 5,000.00
Steven Seuss, Blueberry Circle, Foundation 3,000.00
Richard Liederer, Lancaster Rd., Finish 'A story 5,000.00
Raymond Boucher, Scott Drive, Shed 1,000.00
North Branch, Bricketts Mill, New Home 175,000.00
Winslow Whitler, Sherry Lane, Replace Porch 2,000.00
Lois Lyman, Emerson Ave., Renovations 10,500.00
Ronald Caswell, West Rd., Barn 3,500.00
Alvis E. Jordan, Mill Shore Rd., Dormer & Renovations 25,000.00




































































A&J Realty, Lexington Drive, New Home 75,000.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 95,000.00
G&N Const., Stage Rd., New Home 140,000.00
William Small, Buttrick Road, I/G Pool 8,500.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 84,400.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 84,400.00
David Morin, Lexington Drive, New Home 52,000.00
Robert Villella, Bloody Brook, New Home 50,000.00
Void Void
Tilton Family Trust, Main St., New Home 85,000.00
B&B Builders, Kent Farm, Duplex 75,500.00
Robert Cairns, Kevin Ln., Garage 4,000.00
Jerry Peterson, Buttrick Road, Garage 4,800.00
Gerald Deshaines, Kelley Brook, New Home 70,000.00
Robert Villella, Emerald Acres, New Home 75,000.00
Charles Ashford, Johnson Meadow, Duplex 57,000.00
Charles AShford, Johnson Meadow, Duplex 57,000.00
Charles Ashford, Johnson Meadow, Duplex 57,000.00
Glenwood Ard, Central St., Porch 500.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 50,000.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 55,000.00
Roger Sanborn, Depot Road, Alterations 500.00
Paul Auger, Main St., Commercial Building 48,000.00
Edward Marshall, Country Road, Shed 700.00
Donald Reese, Witcher Road, Commercial Bldg 50,000.00
Con-Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 70,000.00
Con-Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 70,000.00
Con-Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Con-Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 70,000.00
Con-Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 70,000.00
Richard Lctson, Main St., A/G Pool 1,000.00
J. Alan Moyer, Main St., Green House 3,500.00
Lewin Jewett, Bailey Shores, Replace Deck 3,000.00
Joseph Butt, East Shore, Alterations 1,000.00
Thomas Dadoly, Main St., Alterations 1,180.00
Joseph Stull, Blueberry Circle, Porch 12,000.00
Frank Morin, Raccoon Run, New Home 80,000.00
Thermo Homes, Hickory Road, New Home 50,000.00
Thermo Homes, Hickory Road, New Home 50,000.00
Victor Chouinard, Kent Farm Rd., Shed 500.00
Ted Keorn, Starwood, Garage 10,000.00
Paul Belkas, Wash Pond, Pool & Shed 9,000.00
Harold Marsch, E. Shore Dr., Raise Bldg 800.00
Dean C. Howard, Wheel Wright, New Home 85,000.00
Dean c. Howard, Wheel Wright, New Home 90,000.00
Wentworth Bldgs., Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Wentworth Bldgs., Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Wentworth Bldgs., Wheel Wright, New Home 100,000.00
Warren Ross, Main St., Addition 12,500.00
Sea Const., E. Main, New Home 63,000.00
Richard Wilson, Main St., New Home 80,000.00
Ed Crane, Beach St., Alterations 8,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 80,900.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 87.700.110
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 81,200.00
E. Hutchinson, Cortland Rd., Addition 43,000.00
A. DelGrosso, Atwood Drive, New Home 90,000.00
A. DelGrosso, Atwood Drive, New Home 90,000.00
A. DelGrosso, Atwood Drive, New Home 80,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Atwood Drive, New Home 80,000.00
Con Tempo Home, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Con Tempo Home, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Con Tempo Home, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
































































Donald Demers, Central St., Porch 3,800.00
Andrew Laroche, Russett Lane, I/G Pool 8,200.00
Richard Ouellette, Central St., Addition 7,000.00
Nico Bldgs., Emerald Acres, New Home 90,000.00
Judith Dixon, Freedom Hill, Addition 10,000.00
John Humber, Kent Farm, Garage 10,000.00
Reddy Homes, Shannon Rd., New Home 60,000.00
Joan Hennessey, Moulton Drive, Shed 5,400.00
Robert Villella, Buttrick Rd., New Home 75,000.00
Robert Villella, Ann Drive, New Home 70,000.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home 49,500.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 60,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home ,,,'. ...! 70,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home <•?•'•: 60,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home .".',7v.. 70,000.00
Con Tempo Homes, Wheel Wright, New Home 75,000.00
Frank Caparco, Country Rd., Alterations 5,000.00
Marv, Loffredo, Main St., Alterations 10,000.00
Gordon Pelletier, East Rd., Shed 300.00
A&J Realty, Lexington Drive, New Home 60,000.00
Richard Fitzgerald, Woodridge Drive, Garage 35,000.00
Charles C. Martin, East Rd., Deck 2,000.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home 47,100.00
Chris Howard, Wheel Wright, New Home 70,000.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home 52,800.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 75,000.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 95,000.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 83,000.00
Howard Const., Wheel Wright, New Home 100,000.00
Harold Williams, Emerson Ave., Alterations 5,000.00
Roger Sanborn, Depot Rd., Barn 13.500,00
Bilt Rite, Lexington Dr., New Home 70,000.00
Peter Chiachiu, East Road, Addition 8,000.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home M 38,800.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home M 44,100.00
Life Time Homes, Squire Ridge, New Home M 47,200.00
Samue Roper, E. Main, Alterations 15,000.00
Bilt Rite, Lexington Dr., New Home 70,000.00
Basic Inov., Hazel Dr., Misc 7,500.00
Nico Bldgs., Old Fellows Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
Nico Bldgs., Odd Fellows Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
Michael Cutting, Central St., Enclose Porch 2,800.00
Nico Bldgs., Buttrick Rd., Duplex 50,000.00
Nico Bldgs., Odd Fellows Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
Nico Bldgs., Odd Fellows Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
Helen Blake, Kent Farm Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
Joseph Beaudoin, Moulton Drive, Dormer 15,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 86,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 92,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 92,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 86,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 92,000.00
Lewis Bldgs., Bricketts Mill, New Home 92,000.00
Richard Fenton, Timberlane Rd., Alterations 15,000.00
Robin LeDuc, East Main St., Removal & Reconstruction of Bldg 45,000.00
Nico Bldgs., Odd Fellows, Duplex 60,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Emerald Acres, New Home 90,000.00
Anthony DelGrosso, Atwood Dr., New Home 75,000.00
Michael Curry, Woodridge Pk., Addition 10,000.00
Martin Waters, Checkberry Rd., Garage 10,000.00
Nico Bldgs., West Rd., Duplex 60,000.00
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Town of Hampstead, N.H.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Memorial Gymnasium in
said Hampstead,, on Tuesday, the 12th day of March, next at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all neccessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To choose all necessary School District Officers for the year
ensuing.
3. To see if the town will vote to delete Article II, Section Vlli B
Restrictions 2 and add the following to the Zoning Ordinance:
Article II Section VIII, B. Restrictions 2. Accessory use of the same
lot with and customarily incidental to any of the listed permitted
uses and not detrimental to a residential neighborhood may be
permitted. This may include any of the customary home occupa-
tions, lawful professions, or trades such as dressmaking, millinery,
letting of rooms, taking of boarders, preparing of food for sale, as
well as a trade such as a builder, I'arpenter, mason, painter,
plumber, tinsmith, upholsterer, or machinist who lives and main-
tains a home on the premises or buildings thereon in connection
with their work.
No business or combination thereof will permit more than two
non-family employees on site performing their primary occupa-
tion.
Such a home occupation, lawful profession or trade shall maintain
the appearance and use as a residency and shall not display or
create outside of the building any evidence of a home occupation.
Such a home occupation, lawful profession or trade shall not
present any hazasrd to the public health or safety and shall not
create a general nuisance.
3. Size: The square feet allowed for a home occupation, lawful
profession or trade will be determined as follows; the home occu-
pation, lawful profession or trade shall not utilize more than
twenty-five percent (25"..) of the gross floor area (including the
basement) of the dwelling unit. Attached barns or garages are
excluded when calculating the gross floor area.
4. Where Permitted: Home occupations, lawful professions, or
trades are permitted within single family dwelling units, or in a
building or other structure accessory to the dwelling unit and only
by the person or persons maintaining a dwelling therin.
Recommended fay the Planning Board
4. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray








Culture & Recreation 62,471.00
Debt Service 100,000.00
Miscellaneous 38,000.00
Recommended bv the Budget Committee $930,627.48
5. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire
money for the use of the town in anticipation of taxes.
6. To sec if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire
money for use of the town in anticipation of the public safety
building (firehouse) bond money.
7. To hear reports of Auditors and Committees and to act thereon.
8. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of by public sale any real state acquired by the town
through Tax Collector's deeds, excluding those parcesl of real
estate which the Conservation jCommission recommends for ret
ention in the best interest of the town, as provided in RSA 80:42A.
9. Without revoking or amending any previous vote or votes: To
see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to (i) sell the land
acquired by deed of Francena Little Ingraham in Book 2489. Page
1347 to Dean C. Howard Construction, Inc. for Twelve Thousand
Dollars ($12,000.00) for the sole purpose of construction of a
public safety building thereon to house the Hampstead Fire
Department, with an irrevocable option by the Town to repur-
chase said land complete with said public safety building erected
thereon; and (ii) to authorize the Selectmen to purchase, on behalf
of the Town, said land and public safety facility upon the issuance
of an occupancy permit or final inspection by the Town's Building
Inspector and or architects confirming that the said public safety
building erected thereon and all other required improvements
thereon have been completed to the Town's approved construc-
tion standards. Such purchase by the Town to be in an amount not
to exceed Three Hundred and Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($375,000.00) for improvements, plus Twelve Thousand Dollars
($12,000.00) for the land, and to be paid out of the proceeds of the
bond approved at the 1984 annual Town Meeting together with the
aforesaid $12,000; and(iii) to authorize the Selectmen on behalf of
thejTown to contract with Dean C. Fioward Construction, Inc. to
accomplish the purposes of this vote.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
10. Without revoking or amending any previous vote or votes: In
the event Warrant Article 9 fails to pass, to see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred and Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($125,000.00) to be used together with the
proceeds of the bonds approved at the 1984 anniial meeting for the
construction of a public safety building to house the Hampstead
Fire Department on land purchased from and donated by
Francena Little Ingraham and to solicit bids for such construction
and to pay all federal and state grants and interests received in
addition to said sum.
11. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $14,000.00 for the purchase of a police cruiser.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
12. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $2,500.00 for the purchases of a copy machine for
the Selctmen's Office
Recommended by the Budget Committee
13. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $2 ,500.00 for the purpose of purchasing furniture
for the police department.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
14. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $1,500.00 for fence at the town beach upper
parking lot bordering the Evans property and to include gate
opening and chain.
Recommended by tfie Budget Committee
15. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $3,000.00 to resurface/topcoat the two tennis
courts on West Road.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
16. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $3,400.00 for the purchase of a copy machine,
card catalog and book cart for the library.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
17. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $4,380.00 for 12 pagers for the Fire Department.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
18. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
funds the sum of $6,000.00 for the purchase of a Jaws-of-Life tool
for the Fire Department.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
19. To see if the town will vote to expend from Revenue Sharing
Funds the sum of $4,435.00 for the purchase of a two-way radio
system for the Highway Department.
Recommended b\j the Budget Committee
20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $10,000.00 to repair the library building and restore the
front columns.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
21. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $14,000.00 for painting the Town Office Building.
Meeting House Steeple and Library.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
22. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $4,400.00 to fund Hampstead's share of a closure plan to
be developed for the Kingston landfill.
Not recommended by the Budget Com.mittee
23. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $500.00 for the Rockingham Planning Commission to
assist them in sponsoring the first Rockingham County Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Program.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee.
24. To see if the town will accept the deed of Jesse Davis for parcel
"D" together with right-of-way as shown on plan entitled "Plan of
Land in Hampstead owned by Bonnie Vale Classics, drawn by
James M. Lavelle and dated September 17,1979, shown as Map 7,
Parcel 75 on the Tax Map.
25. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to make application for and to receive and spend in the name of the
town, such advances, grants-in-aid or other funds for the town
purposes as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal,
State, local or private agencies that would be of benefit to the
town.
26 To see if the town will vote to set the high water mark or
operating level of Wash Pond at six inches below the concrete
crest of the dam, as recommended by the New Hampshire Water
Resources Board and The Conservation Commission.
27. To see if the town will vote to accept the donation of $3,500.00
from the Cohen Foundation Camps.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
28. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $160,000.00 for the purchase of a new fire truck.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
29. On petition of Basic innovations. Inc. and Dabblin Realty Trust
to see if the town will vote to allow the erection of a motel located
on land owned by Basic Innovations, Inc. and Dabblin Realty
Trust, situate on Route 1 1 1 and Hazel Drive, pursuant to Article X
of the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance. By Petition.
30. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $4,000.00 to support the Family Mediation Program.
Not recomended by the Budget Committee.
31. To see if the town wil vote to rescind the adoptionof RSA
41:32A and to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $2,760.00
to allow the Selectmen to hire a Certified Public Accountant to do
the annual town audit.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
32. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 to support the Rockingham Child and Family Services.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee.
33. To see if the Town will vote to adopt a plan for extending to
employees of the town the benefits of Title II of the Federal Social
Security Act (Old Age, Survivors, Disability and Health Insurance)
as authorized by Chapter 101 of the Revised Statutes Annotated
as amended and to raise and appropriate the sumof $5,000.00 to
defray the town's share of the cost thereof.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
34. To see if the town wishes to exclude from the plan services in
any class or classes of positions filled by popular election.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
35. To see if the town wishes to exclude from the plan services in
any class or classes or positions the compensation for which is on
a fee basis.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
36 To see if the town wishes to exclude from the plan services
performed by election officials or election workers for a calendar
year in which the remuneration paid for such service is less than
$100.00
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
37. If a plan for Social Security coverage is adopted, to see if the
town will authorize the Selectmen to execute on behalf of the town
the necessary agreement with the State of New Hampshire to
carry into effect the plan and to see if the town will designate the
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen as the officer to be
responsible for the administration of the plan.
38. Stepehn and Janine Councilman would like to renovate
existing building on Map 13 Parcel 20 into a three (3) unit dwelling.
By petition.
39. To see if the town will vote to allow NICO Builders, Inc., to
construct two (2) efficiency apartment building of 16 units each on
land of NICO Builders, Inc., in the Odd Fellows Road Area. By
Petition.
40 We the undersigned are petitioning for the acceptance of
Squire Ridge Road and Scott Drive by the Town of Hampstead,
New Hampshire. By Petition.
41. To see if the town will vote to set the rate and amount of
compensation to be allowed the Town Clerk/Tax Collector in
accordance with RSA 41:25 and41;45-a, in a salary range between
$20,000.00 and $30,000.00 annually, with the specific rate and
amount to be established from time to time by the Selectmen in
accordance with standards established by them; and to further
grant the Town Clerk/Tax Collector all benefits conferred upon
Town employees by the Holiday and Vacation, Leave Policy,
Insurance Benefit, and Miscellaneous Beneifs sections of the
Employee Policy Manual of the Town of Hampstead; such
compensation and benefits to be in lieu of any and all fees,
statutory or otherwise, otherwis payable to the Town Clerk/Tax
Collector, all such fees to be collected, accounted for in writing by
the Town Clerk/Tax Collector and paid over to the Town
Treasurer for the use of the Town at least monthly or as otherwise
directed by the Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February, in










The polls will not close before 6:00 PM. It is understood that a
motion will be made at the opening of the meeting that the polls
remain open until 8:00 PM.
The business meeting will be held on Friday, March 15,1985, at
6:30 PM in the Memorial Gymnasium.
Article 3 will be voted by ballot on Tuesday, March 12, 1985.
INVENTORIES are mandatory. They must be filed with the
Selectmen on or before April 15th. Forms are distributed my mail.
VETERANS should understand that it is their responsibility to
request forms for tax exemption. The Green Card is a permanent
record and must be filed only once. However, in order to receive
the exemption each year, the Inventory must be filled in, signed
and in the hands of the Selectmen before April 15th.
THE SELECTMEN will meet in their office in the Town Office
Building on the second and fourth Monday of each month at 8:00
PM.
THE PLANNING BOARD Regular meeting is the first Monday of
every month at 7:00 PM.
ELDERLY EXEMPTION APPLICATION For persons over 65
who think they may be eligible and who have not received the
exemption before, blanks can be obtained from the Selectmen and
returned by April 15th. The Green Card is a permanent record
and must be filed only once. However, in order to receive the
exemption each year, the Inventory must be filled in and the
portion for the Expanded Elderly Exemption checked, signed and
in the hands of the Selectmen before April 15th.
Budget of the Town of Hampstcad, New Hampshire
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Highways, Streets & Bridges
Town Maintenance (Summer)
Town Maintenance (Winter)








New Market Health Center
Retired Senior Volunteers
Derry Visiting Nurses































Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense-Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 100,000.00 81,626.05 100,000.00
Capital Outlay
Operating Transfers Out
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:












National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Boat Tax
Intersovernmental Revenues - State
Shared Revenue - Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax
State Aid Wafer Pollution Project
Rcimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
Other Reimbursements
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Income from Water and Sewer Departments
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Fund Balance




















Motor Vehicle Fees • State 9,000.00
Intergovernmental Revenues - Federal
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 200,000.00 269,487.00 260,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,000.00 - 1,835.75 2,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,000.00 1,165.00 1,000.00
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 28,500.00 75,572.11 50,000.00
Rent of Town Property 4,500.00 5,260.00 5,000.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 100,000.00 127,116.41 100,000.00
Sale of Town Property







This year has been a busy one for the Board of
Selectmen, and a significant number of changes have been
made within the Town to improve our efficiency and
formalize our policies and procedures.
During 1984 we hired a full-time Code Enforcement
Officer, Ted Hall, who is also responsible for tax
assessment and the duties of Health Officer and Building
Inspector. As Hampstead continued to grow, we found it
was necessary to have a full-position to handle the
increased demands for Town monitoring and control of the
zoning and building codes. During the year, we collected
over $17,000 in Building Inspection fees. In addition, we
picked up over $7 million in new tax assessment, which
helped to lower everyone's tax rate this year.
We also adopted the personnel policies recommended by
the personnel committee, which has done an excellent job
at straightening out some of the inequities existing within
the Town, and developed written policies for future
application to our interactions with Town employees.
During the year, we filled open positions through the
application process, opening up opportunities to serve the
Town to more of our citizens.
In terms of physical changes to Town property, we
constructed a parking lot next to the Town Office Building
to alleviate the dangerous overflow conditions which
existed on some meeting nights. The Police department has
a new cruiser, and the Rescue Squad has a new rescue
vehicle.
Office operations have been streamlined with a computer
system in the office of the Selectmen, and a cash register in
the office of the Town Clerk/Tax Collector. We continue to
microfilming all of the Town records to provide for
permanent archival storage during 1984.
The Selectmen were instrumental in working with the
State to initiate a project to provide traffic signals at the
intersection of Route 111 with Route 121 and with Route
121-A. Bids have been received by the State, and we expect
to see construction completed during 1985.
Our Memorial Day exercises were enhanced by a
performance of the Middle School Band in the gymnasium
of the Middle School. For 1985, we are looking for a
volunteer to plan and coordinate the activities on Memorial
Day. Please contact any of the Selectmen if you are willing
to help our Town celebrate this important holiday. Fourth
of July during 1984 included a fireworks display coordinated
by the Lions Club.
This last year we continued to work with Rockingham
Community Action to distribute surplus cheese and butter
to many families in Town. This program will be ongoing as
long as supplies are provided.
After last year's enthusiastic approval of the bond issue
for the firehouse construction, we struggled throughout the
year in an effort to "get the ball rolling". Because of the legal
restrictions involved in any projects involving funding by
bond issue, we met with roadblock after roadblock, and to
date have only accomplished initial site preparation.
However, we expect to come to the voters at Town meeting
with a proposal that will allow construction to begin in
earnest, and we fully expect to see completion of this sorely-
needed facility during 1985.
During the year, we also had a number of discussions
with the School Board relating to the frequency of
payments to the School District. The School Board
requested that we change from the existing system of
monthly payments to make quarterly payments in advance.
The Board of Selectmen feels that this is not in the best
interests of the Town, and we expect to continue
discussions with the School Board in an attempt to resolve
the issue.
We are looking forward to another year of progress in our
growing and vital community, and would like to encourage
everyone to attend our Town Meeting on Friday, March 16.
The opportunity to participate in our own government is a
privilege available to very few people in the world; we should
give that opportunity the respect and attention it deserves.
Also, any citizens that are interested in voluteer service to
the community should submit their names, qualifications,






The Planning Board is proposing a change in Zoning
Regulations concerning home occupations for the people of
the town to vote on March 12,1985. We would appreciate
your careful consideration before voting.
This year we reviewed the following plats, 137 new lots
were approved and released for building. There were 14
commercial building plans or additions approved. Copies of
each plat are filed with the Town Clerk, the Selectmen and
the Code Enforcement Officer. Charles Martin Associates,
who does the mapping for the town also receives a copy.
The original inking of the plan is recorded at the Registry of
Deeds in Exeter, NH.
SITE PLANS:
R. Towne & B. Worthen: Gigante Dr., lot #1, commercial
building.
H. Sauer: Gigante Dr., lot #7, commercial building.
Jem T. Trust: Route 111, addition to a commercial building.
Basic Innovations, Inc.: Route 1 1 1, addition to a commercial
building.
P. Auger: Main St., Hampstead Center, addition to
commercial building.
RVS, Inc.: Hazel Dr., lot #5, commercial building.
RVS, Inc.: Hazel Dr., lot #4, office building.*
C. Rosolowski: Hazel Dr., lot #8, commercial building, C.R.
Industrial Machine.
K. Woods: Route 111, rebuild Consolidated Plastechs.
R. Towne & B. Worthen: Gigante Dr., lot #5, commercial
building.
R. Acevedo: Route 111, restaurant "Little Mexico".
R. Ambiehl: Route 111, office building.
SUBDIVISION PLANS:
E. White: Emerson Ave., 2 lots, 1 buildable.
G. Strachan: Stage Rd., 4 lots, 1 backland parcel.
Tilton Family Trust: Main St., Tiffanty Estates, 8 lots, new
road, Kimberly Road.
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D. Howard: Farifield II, 11 lots, new road. Shannon Road.
A. Day: Hunt Rd., 2 lots, 1 buildabie.
L. Haggett: Central St., 2 lots, 1 buildabie.
Hampstead Lions Club: 5 lots, upgrade Odd Fellows Road.
R. Wilson: Main St., 2 lots, 1 buildabie.
C. Ashford: extend Johnson Meadow Rd., 3 lots.
V. Vautier: Emerson Ave., 2 lots, 1 buildabie.
L. Houston: North Salem Rd., 1 lot, withdrawn.
R. Winmill: extend Hickory Rd., 13 lots.
Ruma, Inc.: Kent Farm Crossing, 72 lots released in phases,
new roads Wheel Wright Rd., Sylvester Ln., Bartlett Ln.,
Page Ln.
J. Knox: Kent Farm Rd., 2 lots.
W. Comeau: East Rd., 4 lots DISAPPROVED.
B. Nadcau: Darby Hill Brook, 18 lots/15 approved, new
road Faith Rd.
SUBDIVISION & SITE PLAN
D. Reese: Route 111, 1 lot, commercial building, N.H.
Wooden Clothes Dryer Co., Inc.
F. Ingraham & Town of Hampstead: 2 lots, Firehouse Site
Plan, new road.
LOT LINE REVISION
Thermal Homes: Hickory Rd., lots 13/105 & 13/106.
Lewis Builder, Inc.: Brickett's Mill Rd., lots 6/43-14 & 6/43-
15.
D. Hyland: Buttrick Rd., 11/111 & 11/112.
R. Senter: Atwood Rd., 18/159 & 160 & 153 & 161.
Lewis Builders, Inc.: Bricketts Mill Rd., lots 6/43-17 & 6/43-
18.
J. O'Regan: Holt's Point Rd., 11/47 & 48.
RECORDING ONLY:
L. Houston: No. Salem Rd.
M. Holmes: No. Salem Rd.
LOTS RELEASED
R. Senter: Emerald Acres, 27 lots, new roads Adeline St.,
Anne Dr., Gallant Dr.
G. Brown: Marilyn Park Dr., 2 lots.
* designates conditional approval
The Planning Board meets the first Monday of each
month to hold public hearings and other business. The
meeting on the third Monday is a worksession for the
Board. All meetings are open to the public and begin at 7:00
PM unless otherwise posted. Additional meetings are
scheduled as needed.
Respectfully Submitted,
John M. Wood, Chairman
Dean C. Howard, Vice-Chairman







I am pleased to submit my fifteenth annual
report to you, the taxpayers and residents of the
Town of Hampstead.
During the psat year your Town and your
Police Department received the honor of being
selected as one of the three safest towns in N.H.
as well as one of ten safest in the U.S.A. We feel
this honor was a direct result of every official,
every department and every resident working in
harmony toward one common goal, therefore,
making Hampstead a safe place in which to live.
Statistics show motor vehicle accidents at 103
about the same as 1983, burglaries, larceny and
motor vehicle thefts increased 10% while
remaining activities were about the same. We feel
this has been accomplished by increased
visability, a direct result of added patrol hours.
The year 1985 will mark a historic event for this
department as we will have our first full time
police officer. This officer will be certified by NH
Police Standards and Training Council and will
work a regularly scheduled shift. This has been
necessitated by ever increasing population and
the unavailability of sufficient day-time police
personnel. As in the past the part time men will do
most of the night and weekend work. The town is
expanding and we as a department are doing our
best to keep pace.
Again, THANK YOU, to all officials,
departments, townspeople and especially our
families for your cooperation and understanding.
Because of you we pledge to do our best.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
REPORT
During 1984 the follwing emergency calls were
answered by the members of the Hampstead Fire





Woods and Grass 8
Motor Vehicle Fires 10
Assist to Rescue Squad
At Traffic Accidents 43
Box Alarms 15
Investigations 20
Mutual Aid Given 20
Mutual Aid Received 2
(not counted as a Hampstead call)
Total Fire Department Calls 143
Rescue Squad Calls 166
Total Responses in 1984 309
Unfortunately the largest loss of property we have had in
terms of dollars, occured at the end of February when
Consolidated Plastechs was hit by fire. Due to the fire load
in building and the type of construction, not much was
salvageable. An interior attack was intiated within five
minutes of recieving the alarm, however, due to intense fire
condition, the crews had to be pulled out just before the roof
began caving in. Demolition of the burned structure was
begun the day of the fire and new construction began
shortly thereafter. The resulting new plant has fire safety
features which make it much better.
The Board of Engineers decided in late winter to contract
with the Derry Fire Department to provide the dispatching
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services for Hampstead Fire and Rescue. A great deal of
time was spent by the department members in making
maps of ail the streets and houses in the town which are
being used by Derry Dispatch to assist us in responding to
emergency calls. By the first week in July the new system
was in service and the Derry Dispatch personnel are
providing excellent service to the Town of Hampstead.
We experienced repeated mechanical difficulty with the
brakes on Tank 7, which is our 5,000 gallon tank truck.
Given the fact that this truck was built in 1965 and not
intended to be used by the fire service as a tank truck, we
are compelled to submit a warrant article to replace this
vehicle.
Halloween night, or Hell night, as it is apparently known in
parts of the country, saw another super human effort by the
Hampstead Fire and Rescue personnel and area towns to
bring under control the fire which was started in Ernie
Hunt's tire pile. At the time of this report smoke is still visible
at the site. The costs of extinguishment and site
improvement work done was split by the three towns
having land in (or under) the tire pile, Danville, Hampstead
and Kingston. At the height of the fire there were 165 fire
fighters and equipment from 15 towns working to stop the
spread of fire. This was one of the largest fire operations in
our area in recent times. A sincere thanks to all who helped
the fire department with food and supplies during this
disaster.
With the current building boom, we have seen the influx
of many new residents and we ask all those who may need
our services to dial the seven digits 329-6942, and give clear
accurate information on the nature of the emergency to the
dispatcher. And state the location where the help is needed.
Work has begun in December on the new firehouse site
and access road. We are hopeful that the project will be
completed this year.
If you are heating your house with a coal buring furnace
or stove, it is very important that you install a gas detector in
addition to smoke detectors. Carbon monoxide gas is
produced when coal is burned and if it escaped into an
inhabited house due to mechanical failure of the heating
appliance it will cause sickness or death. This gas odorless
and can build up undetected by humans. Remember,
SAFETY IS NO ACCIDENT.
The following volunteers are those who gave their time
and efforts to the Fire Department and Rescue Squad:
Joe Anzalone Mark Auger, CF-1
Dick Beaudion, EMT Al Brickett
Dan Brickett Paul Carideo
Rob Carideo Kerry Clark, CF-1
Randy Clark, CF-1, EMT Cliff Demeritt
Al Duboise, Jr. Dave Duston, CF 1, EMT-I
Gene Duston Neil Emerson, EMT
Elaine Enire
Glen Fitts, CF-1 Kevin Fitts, EMT
George Gallo, CF-1 Jim Gilmartin, CF-1
Susan Hastings, EMT Chip Hastings, CF-1
Chris Howard, EMT Charlie Kinney, CF-1
Al Lake, CF-1 Harry Lamb
Roy Lesure, CF-1 Harry Mildonian, EMT
Lorraine Pavin Eric Persson, EMT
Ralph Rooney Walter Rothe, CF-1
Bill Sackett, EMT Greg Schlichte
Lisa Steadman, EMT Greg Stiles, EMT
Mike Sullivan Steve Tetreault, CF-1
Bob Turner, EMT Bob Webster, EMT
Bonnie Wentworth, EMT Paul Wentworth, EMT-1
Jon Worthen Maury Worthen, Jr., CF-1
CF-1: Certified Firefighter Level 1
EMT: Emergency Medical Technician
EMT-I: Emergency Medical Technician-Intermediate
This Report Respectfully submitted by the Board of Fire
Engineers:
Chip Hastings, Chief




REPORT OF THE TOWN
FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Our first forest fire prevention law was enacted by out
State Legislature 90 years ago. This early law set in place a
cooperative forest fire prevention and suppression effort
between city and town governments and State government.
It simply stated that no open fire could be kindled, when the
ground is free of snow, without written permission of the
town Forest Fire Warden. This law also stated that anyone
kindling a fire without written permission shall be liable for
the damage caused and subject to a $1,000.00 fine.
During the past 90 years, this law has worked so well that
it has remained unchanged. All open fires when the ground
is not covered with snow must be authorized by the local
Forest Warden. Persons kindling a fire without a permit
when one is required are liable for damages caused, fire
suppression costs and subject to a $1,000.00 fine.
This cooperative fire prevention law has contributed




Number of Fires 875 437 8
Number of Acres 335 268 2
Respectfully Submitted,
Kim Salami, District 9 Ranger
Chip Hastings, Warden
Cliff Demerritt, Deputy Warden.?;
Al Brickett, Deputy Warden
Paul Wentworth, Deputy Warden
Glen Fitts, Deputy Warden
Charlie Kinney, Deputy Warden
Neil Emerson, Deputy Warden
Randy Clark, Deputy Warden
HAMPSTEAD EMERGENCY
RESCUE SQUAD REPORT
It has been a year full of anticipation for the members of
the Rescue Squad. The Town approved the purchase of a
new rescue vehicle and new firehouse in March, the vehicle
was ordered several days after Town Meeting from
Frontline Ambulance of St. Petersburg, FL and we have
been receiving progress reports all year. The vehicle will be
delivered to Hampstead on February 1,1985. Three
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members of the Ambulance Committee inspected the unit
in December. We expect the vehicle will be in service by
February 15th. The rescue vehicle we have been using will
be moved to the East Hampstead Fire Station.
All citizens are urged to inspect the new rescue vehicle on
Election Day or the night of Town Meeting.
We purchased a Life-Pac V Heart Monitor with a
recorder. This was funded entirely by donations and
memorial funds totaling $9,200.00. We can now provide the
hospital with a recording of a patients heart action from the
time we reach him until he arrives at the hospital giving the
emergency room doctors important information from the early
stages of the episode.
New quarters are also being anticipated. The office space
in the existing station is shared by the Fire dispatcher, the
Chief and the Rescue Squad. Supplies are crammed into a
closet under the eaves. The CPR mannequins and other
training aids are stored in a crawl space along the with other
props used in training disasters.
The Squad has been asked to provide the medical
support should there be another fire at the tire pile. We have
been and will continue to work to have a comprehensive
pre-plan should it be needed.
The time spent in answering rescue calls is small when
compared to the hours spent on training and continuing
education courses. Members are encouraged to increases
their levels of training to enable them to work more
effectively with our patients. This year we have made
arrangements with the Parkland Hospital for members of
the Squad to spend time in the Emergency Room getting
hands-on training on a regular basis. This gives us greater
exposure to various types of medical emergencies which we
may encounter on calls in Hampstead.
This is not to say that we don't have our share of unusual
calls. This was a year for off-road recreational vehicle
accidents, and we had more than the usual number of
industrial machine accidents. We had a call for kids stuck in
the mud, it was a cold day and fortunately there were no
lasting effects from the hypothermia some of them
experienced. The list below is a breakdown of our calls. The
vehicle accidents include cars, trucks, motorcycles and off-
road recreational vehicles. Miscellaneous includes boat






The total number of persons treated in 1984 was 192.
All the members of the Squad thank their friends and
neighbors who support us. Your encouragement is
sincerely appreciated. We are especially grateful to the
individuals and clubs in the Town who support us through
the memorial funds. Special equipment is expensive The
last group of people we want to thank are probably the most
important to us, our families, for their patience and
understanding of our sudden departures from social events,








People in a learning society need libraries throughout
their lives. Therefore, public support of libraries is an
ivestment in people and community. The Trustees and Staff
of the Hampstead Public Library again thank the citizens for
their continued interest and support.
Circulation has remained constant , with 63"i. of the books
borrowed by adults and 37"'<> by children. More time has
been spent helping patrons with book selection and
reference questions this year. Reference questions were up
18".. over last year. We have made little progress in
cataloguing the fiction this year, and again hope to
incorporate the backlog in the daily workload. The library
opened two additional hours, 5-6 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, to enable patrons to use the facilities through
the evening without interruption.Approximately48"oof the
town's citizens are card holders, with many others using the
library for programs, displays, and services such as
photocopying. We have access to items not in our own
library through interlibrary loan by using the state library
and our Merri-Hill-Rock Library Cooperative, which
encompasses fourteen towns.
Space continues to be a problem as well as the
inaccessibility of our facilities to the handicapped. Fewer
programs and workshops were offered this year so as not to
bar the childrens' room from use during the evening hours.
A building committee has been formed to help alleviate
these problems.
Town organizations continue to give of their time and
talents. We are most appreciative for: The Hampstead
Mother's Club preschool story hour and their gifts of 'Birth
Day' books, cassettes and books, and musical instruments
for story hour; the Lioness for their gifts of the large print
'Reader's Digest', the large magnifier in the childrens' room,
and the books on tape; the Garden Club for their window-
box planting and floral arrangements and a subscription to
'The New England Gardener'; and to the many individuals
who have donated books and magazines to the library
collection.
We are pleased with the donations of memorial books.
We feel that these gifts can be shared by the entire
community. Books were given in memory of Joan
Bradshaw Scovel, Margaret Griffith, Brendon C. Sarbanis,
Jeanne Morse, Harry E. Goss, Rudy Curry, Myrtis Duston,
and John McNab.
The Friends of the Library have been active this past year
under the leadership of out-going president Shirley Stern
and in-coming president Gloria Lanning. They sponsored
the Hollyhock Thrift Shop, the summer reading program,
and the art and photography shows. They sold recipe
books, compiled by Claudia Giust and Elsie Miller. Their
main project for the year was the restoration of the 1807
map, which hangs in the reference room of the library.
A variety of displays and programs were again held during
the year: doll houses by Nancy Rockwell, 4-H, covered
bridges by Rev. Robert Dobson, Donna Tilton's art classes,
Hampstead School system's industrial Arts Classes,
"What's its" by Jane Worthen, Hampstead Conservation
Trails by Kathe Cussen, The art of jewelery design with
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Douglas Keyerleber, and porcelain dolls by Florence
Knudsen.
Programs were presented by Emerson's Greenhouse,
Herb 'n Renewal, Saudia Arabia with Bill and Jan Klemme,
engine repair with Ralph Rooney, The Hampstead
Conservation Trail System with Kathe Cussen, and the art
of jewelry design with Douglas Keyerleber. Also offered
were adult craft workshops with Pam Hartung and
childrens' workshops with Adele Trested.
A most successful summer reading program was held
and Gloria Rothe led the pre-school story hour. Parties
sponsored by the Friends were held at the end of the
summer session.
Trustees and staff have continued to attend professional
conferences and meetings. Mrs. Cay Robbins, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, attended many New Hampshire
Library Trustee meetings; Mrs. Becky Rooney attended
monthly meetings of the Merri-Hill-Rock Library
Cooperative as well as New Hampshire Library Association
and the Southeast Consortium meetings; and Ms. Joyce
Miller attended special workshops regarding information
retrieval and computer use on the state-wide and local level.
Mrs. Rooney met with the Library Advisory Council at
Pinkerton Academy and acts as contact person with the
school libraries.
We were sorry to accept the resignation of two trustees,
Wendall Mclntire and Nancy Bleser, and we thank them for
their efforts in behalf of the library.
Volunteers make the difference on busy days and for
special projects. We are especially indebted to Charlene
Flaherty and Elsie Miller for their time.
My staff, Ms. B. Joyce Miller, Marianne Crowell, and
Sally Hartikka, have performed with enthusiasm, and their
interest and expertise have helped the library to continue to
develop to meet the needs of this growing town. The staff
and I have enjoyed working for and with you and look






Our excellent librarian, Elizabeth Rooney, and her able
staff are working together for the general improvement and
expansion of library services. Their dedication is
appreciated by all library users and the Trustees whose
policies they carry out.
The Trustees are aware of the many needs to maintaining
a building. In March, interior painting was completed which
included the main floor, lavatory and stairway walls. The
entrance steps were also painted. The chimney flashing was
tarred and replaced to prevent leaking and a new storm
door hung. The depressions in the sidewalk have been
leveled by hot-topping. The disintegration of the (porch)
columns is distressing to many. It is our hope that they may
be restored to their original design when the badly needed
exterior painting is completed for the library along with
other town buildings.
The flooding of the children's room during the heavy June
rains has been eliminated, we believe, with the correct
capping of pipes from the church where water was originally
received.
Temporary new shelves fill the last space available.
Mowing and snow removal were provided by two
dependable young men, Ted Rooney and David Currier.
The resignations of Wendall Mclntire in October, due to
professional committments, and of Nancy Bleser in
December, were accepted regretfully. David Lanning, a
competent former Trustee, was promptly appointed by the
selectmen.
For many months the Trustees, librarian, and staff have
been frustrated by the library's lack of space. Of great
concern is the lack of handicapped access. Library services
must keep pace with our growing town as the library is a
great resouce contributing to the life style and amenities of
our community. After an open meeting on November 29
called to address this problem, a committee of six
volunteered to explore available options. They expect to
make a recommendation within a year.
The Trustees wish to thank the many volunteers who
have given individually of their time and talent, those
townspeople who have given memorial books and
donations, and our active Friends of the Library who raise
money each year for unbudgeted items, the Hampstead
Mothers' Club and Lioness, who make generous gifts of
money to the Library, and the members of the Hampstead
Gardening Club who planted window boxes, trimmed
shrubs, and raked. All provided valuable support and







In November 1983, Ms. Susan Palmatier of the New
Hampshire State Library visited the Hampstead Public
Library "to determine whether its space, staff, and
collection can adequately serve a population of 4198 (Office
of State Planning)." The summary report of that visit
recommended increases in space, staff and collection.
In November 1984, a public meeting was held to discuss
the Library's future. Emphasis was placed on the library
building, and a committee was formed to investigate and
recommend solutions to the library's need for expansion.
The committee's mission is to recommend to the Board
of Trustees of the Library plans and budget necessary to
ensure that the Hampstead Public Library will continue to
meet its stated objectives, now and for the future. Our tasks
will be: first, to define the requirements of space and space
utilization relative to current and projected demographics
of the community; second, to evaluate the current and
projected demographics of the community; second, to
evaluate the current building and lot with an eye toward
adding additional space; and third, to evaluate the
possibility of building a new facility. Our intent is to use local
talent as much as possible, and to retain professional
services when necessary. We have requested a nominal
budget within the Library budget to be used as seed money
in developing our ideas, and hope to fund any additional
seeding needs through private, voluntary contributions.
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The primary concern of all members of the committee is
that our recommendations be developed carefully and
thoroughly, and that members of the town be kept well
advised of progress. With that in mind, we expect to present
recommendations to the Board of Trustees of the Library
within a year. We welcome and encourage input and










The Derry Visiting Nurse Association has proudly served
the Town of Hampstead since 1973. The following and
many other factors combine to continually demand that this
agency be effective and flexible in responding to your
community's home care needs.
a rapidly growing population
earlier hospital discharges
longer life spans and an aging population
escalating costs of institutional care
increasing emphasis on prevention
New Hampshire tradition of self reliance
The Derry VNA has a long proven record of serving
participating communities with professional excellence and
human caring. Services are offered under three major areas
as follows:
ACUTE CARE SERVICES including acute
nursing, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, speech therapy, home health aide
services, and other specialized services.
DAILY SUPPORT SERVICES including
maintenance nursing, homemaker services,
home health aide services, respite care, chore
services, in home day care, and other
specialized services.
HEALTH PROMOTION SERVICES including
well child clinics, immunization clinics,
expectant parent classes, new born visits,
senior health clinics, public screening services,
health promotion classes, home visits, and other
services.
Town support of DERRY VNA facilitates the following:
Town funding allows the agency to access medicare,
Medicaid, block grants, Title XX and state funding.
Sometimes town allocations are used to make up loses or
deficits in these funding sources. The toatl value of all
services delivered to Hampstead residents last year is over
$62,000, a substantial increase over the previous year.
Federal Funds and grants usually are restricted to specific
categories of illness, age, income, and time period. Many
people needing our services simply do not fit those specific
eligibility categories. Town funds are used to subsidize
services to those people.
Town funding supports the overall quality of life in this area
of the State by emphasizing human dignity, independence.
healthy living, self reliance, community networking, and
family values.
Following are some major statistics for Hampstead last
year.
acute nursing visits 490
maintenance nursing visits 14
physical therapy visits 146
occupational therapy visits 7
speech therapy visits 22
acute home health aide visits 293
maintenance home health aide visits 96
senior clinic contacts 130
child health contacts 62
homemaker visits 477
It is impossible to translate the above services into human
values, but our clients and their families can testify to the
meaning of home health car in their lives. The agency has a
strong commitment to helping the elderly, the sick, and the
handicapped to maintain their independence and dignity at
home as long as feasible in the most cost effective manner
possible.





The Newmarket Regional Health Center completed its
thirteenth year of service in 1984. The Newmarket Regional
Health Center operates two medical offices, one in
Newmarket and the other in Raymond, the Lamprey River
Clinic. Both facilities provide general medical care,
preventive health services, community outreach, social
services, and short term counseling with referral to area
mental health agencies.
In 1984, Karen Brainard, M.D., a family practitioner,
joined the staff. The Health Center offers a Prenatal
Program, under the direction of Maude Guerin, M.D.,
which includes prenatal, delivery and postpartum care. In
addition, the Health Center offers nutritional counseling
and prenatal classes.
Other members of the medical staff include Sarah
Oxnard, M.D., Joseph Fuller, M.D., Michael Lewis, P.A.-
C, Barbara Janeway, M.S.N. , A. R.N. P., and Anne
Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes
registered nurses, medical assistants and community health
workers. For more information, or to make a medical
appointment, call 659-3106 in Newmarket, 895-3351 in
Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket at 1-800-582-7279.
The community health workers coordinate a school
health program and preventive screening clinics to detect
potential health hazoards. They hold informative
workshops and act as liaisons between the medical
providers and patients.
The Newmarket Regional Health Cener also operates a
Self-Care program for the Elderly in conjunction with the
Occupotional Therapy Department of the University of Nw
New Hampshire. The purpose of this program is to enable
the elderly to stay in their home setting as well as to maintain
a quality of life and independent status within their
community. The focus of the program is to provide self-care
skills before disability occurs and to anticipate problems
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with functional activities. Contact Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P.
at 1-800-582-7279 for more information.
Tfie Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to
operate the Senior Citizen Transportation Program. Three
of the five busses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to provide
services to the handicapped. The transpotation service
enables senior citizens to remain independent, self-
sufficient and active by providing the needed services,
including medical, food shopping and recreational trips. For
further information, Call 659-2424 or toll-free 1-800-582-
7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to







Our activities for 1984 included a broad involvement in
conservation issues and projects. We have started an
aggressive Forest Management Project by identifying
approximately 90 acres of timberland stand. Part of the
evaluating work has been completed, with improvement
cutting to follow.
We also managed to fulfill our statutory obligations in
regards to Wetland protection. We have processed 18
Dredge & Fill applications for residential, commercial &
light industrial developments. This required attendance at
planning board meetings, reports to the N.H. Wetlands
Board, and coordination with various divisions of the N.H.
Water Supply and Polution Control Commission. This
represents an 80".. increase over last year.
Our objective, to acquaint our community with available
natural resources, was met by one of our members via a
publicity campaign. This consisted of public walks, slide
programs, a field trip for a Central School readiness class,
and two six-week courses on "Noticing Nature" for children
at the elementary school level. We acknowledge the
sponsorship of the Women Resources Center and the
cooperation of the Hampstead School District in these
endeavors.
A Conservation Display with flora and fauna posters, the
Conservation Area Trail Map, natural science books, as
well as natural history materials was set up at the Library.
We appreciate the assistance from the NH Dept. of
Resources & Economic Development, Forestry Division,
and the Library staff. We also offered advice in the area of
natural science book selections for the library inventory.
The Conservation Area saw on-going development. We
had a total of five culverts installed (Maple & Lichen Trails)
in order to channel seasonal runoff under the existing trails.
Large signs were erected at the West Rd. and Stage Rd.
entrances which depict the overall trail system, color code
and names of the different trails. The construction of these
signs was the project of our senior member. They were
carved by Mr. M. Johnson of Derry and put in place by the
members. Subsequently, the trail rules were displayed on
the entrance signs and commission members posted "no
hunting" signs around the entire perimeter. Annual moving
was done on specific trail segments and in two fields, and
another attempt was made to control poison ivy. The
annual grounds maintenance at Shop Pond with its resident
wild ducks, and at Ordway Park has also been continued.
Due to the generous monetary gift form the former ski
club, a footbridge to a new trail loop was constructed and a
portion of the culvert work was made possible. We
appreciate their contribution to our conservation efforts.
We cosponsored the Fishing Derby with the Hampstead
Civic Club, by partially financing the trout purchase and
obtaining a matching batch of fish from the NH Fish &
Game Dept. Our thanks to the Young Mother's Club and
two private donors for their financial support in this event.
In addition, we focused attention on the increase of well
contaminations by salt, the need for protection of ground
water sources, arranged the dam inspection/evaluation on
Wash Pond by the State Water Resources Board, and
responded to numerous inquiries from our residents.
The Commission was notified during 1984 that we won
the 1983 Conservation Cooperator of the Year award
which is sponsored by the Goodyear Co. The second
recognition is the 1985 Rockingham County Tree Farmer of
the Year award. These awards represent a culmination of
efforts by commission members.
Commission members attend workshops on: "Lake
Water Lay Monitoring" at UNH; "Siting and Environmental
Issues of Refuse-To-Energy Facilities" in Concord; and
participated in a one week "Environmental Leadership
Training Seminar" at Tufts Univ., Medford, MA.
In summary, we have made progress in protecting and
utilizing our conservation areas and are hopeful to continue
in this direction.
Respectfully,
Karin T. Truckenbrodt, Chairman







The past year has been a very busy year for the sextons of
our cemeteries. Dan and Marie George have done an
excellent job keeping our cemeteries in good order.
The five cemeteries that we maintain where all raked and
cleaned of brush in the spring for Memorial Day. Most of the
cemeteries had their grass mowed at least seven times
during the past summer, with the exception of Lakeview
Cemetery, which was mowed nine times.
During the past year we had 16 funeral burials and 6
cremation burials. We also sold five lots and received a









During the year 1984 I completed a three year project of
shimming and paving Emerson Avenue. We also completed
a three year project of rebuilding Depot Road, with only the
first coat of pavement; the top coat to be finished at a later
date.
On Ashford and Valley Road, where there was a severe
ice and water problems, that was also reconstructed.
In 1985, we expect to rebuild Wash Pond Rd., starting at
Emerson Ave; also shimming and paving will start on West
Road.
During the winter months, 1 receive numerous phone
calls, especially when we have an ice storm. We have a
certain route which the sand and salt trucks follow; main
roads first; bus routes second, and so on. we try to cover
the town as quickly as possible. Incidently, when there is an
ice storm, it takes twice as long to get around. On January
1st, we had one sander roll over, so that left one truck to do
the whole town.
I am usually out on the roads in any storms, so when you
call my residence to let us know your road has not been
taken care of, by the time I get the message, it has probably
been done. So, with a little patience we will get the whole
town done. It is impossible to be on every road first, with
almost forty miles of roads to take care of, not including
town buildings, schools and churches.
With your cooperation, we will get the job done.
Thank you.
Proctor Wentworth, Road Agent
REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD
HISTORIC DISTRICT
COMMISSION
We of the Hampstead Historic District Commission were
in hopes to report the project of the mini-kitchen in Y Olde
Meeting House would be completed by this time, but there
are many things left to do. The rest room facilities are in
working order but not yet painted not floor covering
installed. The project was much larger than any of us
realized.
With a donation from the Plaistow-Hampstead Liberty
Grange a large coffee maker was purchased and with the
donation from the Hamstead Lioness Club we will purchase
other necessary items for the kitchen when it is completed.
We would like to thank both groups for their donations as
well as other individuals who have made donations.
A very special thank you to Carol and Richard Emerson
of Emerson Ave., Greenhouses for their donation of two
wreaths which graced the front doors of the Olde Meeting
House during the holiday season.
This year we held the Thanksgiving Comniemorative
Service on November 18 which was well attended. The
Christmas Eve Family program was omitted this year due to
other committments of the commission members, but 1985
is another year and from all reports it was missed by many
families with young children as well as adults.
The combination storm windows have been installed on
the second floor, thanks to a sizeable donation from the
Advent Christian Church members. As chairman and on
behalf of the commission members 1 would like to thank the
members of the Advent Christian Church for their
generous support and cooperation in what ever we do.
George Moore and Ken Parker, commission members,
along with Dorothy Parker, are repairing and refinishing the
Old Putnam organ, which is approximately 180 years old.
Some of the town organizations and individuals, in
addition to the church, who have used the Olde Meeting
House this year are: Women's Resource Center for
registrations. Walk for Hunger registrations, William R.
Hart, Jr., for town Democratic meetings. Lions Club for
Miss Hampstead candidates interviews, Montessori
School, East Hampstead, for children and parent's
Christmas party and Historic Architectural Survey
program.
The 240 year old Olde Meeting House is open to
residents, free of charge, for meetings, showers and
receptions or weddings and may be reserved by calling 382-
6375.
This building is on its original site, and a building the
residents of Hampstead should be proud of. The Paul
Revere Jr., bell in the steeple is the only one we know to be
in existence and the steeple, erected in 1792, is the only one
of its design left standing in the Granite State.
One of the projects slated for the coming year is the
purchase of electric candles for the second floor, possibly
by the sale of note paper of the Olde Meeting House Steeple
and Paul Revere Jr., bell, design by Dorothy Parker.
Again, thank you to everyone for your support and
cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,






Jane E. Worthen, Alternate
CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS REPORT
With the demand for housing in Hampstead, 1984 was a
busy year for this office. Below is a breakdown of the






The Hampstead Zonign Ordinance, Subdivision
Ordinance, BOCA, The Basic building code/1981 are
designed to ensure that there are minimum standards for
the development and growth of Hampstead, not to frustrate
the individual homeowner. As always, this office stand
ready to assist you with any of the regulations.
Remember that permits are required for most
construction projects. A simple call or visit to this office
should be your first step. I will be happy to inform you of the
legal requirements and assist you with any plans.
Respectfully Submitted,
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead, N.H.




































































































































































































































I hereby certify th
Alfred H. Brickett
For The Year Ending December 31,1984
Place of Death Name of Deceased Name of Father
Derry. NH Laura M. Curry
Exeter. NH Kattie Lynn Ouellette
Derry. NH Leon P. Goudreault
Derry, NH Angus MacNevin
Derry, NH Randall J. Donahue
Hampstead, NH Shirley F. Fisher
Brentwood, NH Charlotte Martin
Derry, NH Helen L. Poole
Hampstead. NH Virginia J. Vautier
Derry, NH Hildegard Wood
Derry, NH Maurice G. Worthen
Hampstead, NH Rudolph E. Curry
Brentwood, NH Evelyn B. White
New Brunswick, CanadaWarren H. Ells
Hampstead, NH Frank C. Brown






































TOWN OF HAMPSTEAD, N.H.
Officers of the School District of Hampstead
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Name Term Expires
Robert G. Grandy, Chairman 1985
Henri Eastman, Vice Chairman 1987
Nancy Bieser 1986
Virginia E. Clark 1987
Maurice Randall, Jr 1985
OTHER OFFICERS
Michael J. Gorham District Moderator
Mary Stenson District Clerk
George Stokinger District Treasurer
ADMINISTRATION
Robert J. Crompton Superintendent of Schools
Terrance F. Holmes Asst. Superintendent of Schools
Thomas H. McDonald Business Administrator
44
SCHOOL WARRANT
State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Hampstead, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School in Hampstead, New Hampshire on the eleventh day of March, 1985
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening to act upon the following articles:
1 . To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) for the purpose of purchasing and
installing a movable partition in the cafeteria of the Hampstead Middle School.
2. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the payment of salaries of school district officials
and agents and for payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-eight Thousand Dollars ($68,000) to fund an additional
ten percent increase in teacher salaries, including fixed charges for the 1985-86 school year.
4. (BY PETITION: Mary White et al) To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000)
to be directed toward the study and formation of a gifted and talented program (to be otherwise named) and the hiring of
personnel to enact that goal, starting this fall (September, 1985).
5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1985-86 school fiscal year provided that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a school district may
appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
6- To see if the District will accept reports of agents, auditors and committees.
7. To see if the District wishes to take any other action which may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands at said Hampstead this eighteenth day of February, 1985.





































































1100-124 Salaries Sub. Aides
1100-440 Equipment Repairs
1100-563 Tuition In-State














Home Instr. & Tutoring
Tuition - Private


































1410-741 Equipment & Uniforms
























Total Adult Ed. Programs: $0.00 $2.00 $2.00
Attendance and Social Work
2112111 Attendance 0.00 1.00 1.00
2114-380 Census 348.00 1.00 404.00


























Total Speech & Audioloy:
Other Services - Pupils




































2222-630 Books - Library
2222-640 Periodicals - Library
2222-741 New Equipment - Library
2223-440 AV Equipment Repair
2223-453 Film Rental
2223-610 Supplies - AV
2223-741 New Equipment - AV
2224-390 Educational TV




2312-380 School Board Clerk
2312-532 Expenses - School Board Clerk




2314-380 Dist. Officers & Workers
2314-550 Annual Report
2314-550 Annual Report
2314-610 Annual Meeting Expenses
2315-380 Legal Services
2317-380 Audit
2319-540 Board Exp. Advertising
2319-580 Board Exp. Conferences
2319-610 Board Exp. Supplies
2319-640 Board Exp. Periodicals
2319-810 Board Exp. Association Dues
Total School Board Services:
Office of the Superintendent - Services
2320-351 SAU No. 55 Budget




Office of the Principal
2410111 Salary/Principal
2410-115 Salary/Secretaries
2410-440 Business Machine Repair
2410-531 Telephone
2410-532 Postage

























































Total Office of the Prncpl:
Other Services School Adminstration
2490-890 Graduation
Total Other Services Admin:




2542-126 Salaries/OT, Vac, Sk., Lv.
2542-431 Rubbish Removal
2542-440 Supplies - Repair & Maint.
2542-441 Cent. Service - Repairs
2542-442 Plumbing, Heating, Electrical
2542-444 Clock Maintenance
2542-490 Septic Tanks







2543-610 Supplies - Grounds
2543-656 Fuel-Vehicles
2544-610 Materials - Equipment Repair
2545-440 Vehicle Repair
2546-443 Security Checks
2546-890 Alarm Monitoring • Security
Total Op & Maint., of Plant:
Pupil Transporation Services
2552-513 Student Transportation




Total Pupil Trans. Services:
Other Support Services




2900-224 Retirees - Teachers
2900-230 FICA
2900-260 Unemployment Compensation








































































Transfer to Federal Projects
Federal Projects
Total Trans to Fed. Proj.:
Transfer to Capital Reserve
Capital Reserve
Total Trans to Cap Reserve:
Transfer to Food Service
Food Service Program




































LIST OF EXPENDITURES BY VENDOR
Hampstead School District




















































































































































































































































Carolina 1153-610-53 $63.96 $63.96 2223-610-05 14.99 $128,25
6 Cash Oil 2542-653-12 $5,785.00 $5,785.00 2590 Denison ??7?-630-37 $38.30 $38,30
1 CEFS 2319-610-01 $80.00 $80.00 2604 Dependable 2542-431-12 $2,144.00 $2,144,00
3 Ctr Inno Ed 1125-610-25 $10.38 $10.38 2605 Dependable 2542-490-12 $330.00 $330,00
7 Life Mng 2142-330-55 $765.00 $765.00 2636 Derry VNA 1200-569-55 $290.40 $290,40
7 C Clark 2223-610-05 $128,00 $128.00 2643 DLM 2123-610-26 $41.80 $41,80




2644 DLM 1240-610-55 $368.74 $368,74
2646 DLM 1240-610-55 $40.46 $40,46
4 Childcraft 2123-610-26 $146.94 $146.94
2650 J Deyo 1118-610-18 $15.50 $15.50
5 Child Bet Hlth 1118-63118 $5,95 $5.95
2653 A B Dick 2410-440-06 $189.00
1 Children's Bk 1118-610-18 $17.33 $17.33 2410-610-25 37.83 $226.83




5 Cobblestone 2222-640-37 $16.50 $16.50
2690 Dist Center 2319-640-01 $25.00 $25.00
D D Collins 2213-270-27 $200.00 $200.00
2695 J Dixon 2314-380-01 $6.70 $6.70
3 CDC 2542-442-12 $147.80 $147.80
2720 C Dodge 1200-122-55 $275.00 $275.00
1 Com Skill Bid 1240-610-55 $266,20 $266.20
2723 S Dodge 2142-330-55 $350.00 $350,00
D Consentino 1134-440-34 $11.00
1141-440-41 204.00 $215,00 2741 1118-610-18 $50,40
2748 Dormac 1240-610-55 $19.20 $19,20
4 Const Play 1240-610-55 $49.59 $49.59
2808 Duston 2542-653-12 $833.16
5 Cotter 2213-270-27 $190.00 $190.00 2543-656-12 42.29 $875,45
D Crabtree 2222-630-37 $136.40 $136.40 2818 E Dwyer 2142330-55 $440.00 $440,00




4 Creat Ed 2222-640-37 $29.05 $29,05
2857 E C Lumber 1134-610-34 $337.14
D Creative Lrn 2223-610-05 $160,50 $160.50 2542-440-12 218.14
2 Creative Pub 1118-610-18 $12.90
4200-390-01 190.46 $745,74
1125-741-25 222.60
2860 Easter Seal 2142-330-55 $137.20 $137,20
1140-610-40 181.40
1240-610-55 90.71 2925 Economics 2222-640-37 $25.15 $25,15
1240-631-55 73,17 $580,78
2948 Ed Cntr 1125-610-25 $18.98 $18,98
D Crestwood 2222-630-37 $167,64 $167.64
2980 Education Wk 2122-630-26 $39.94 $39,94
1 Cricket 2222-640-37 $14.96 $14.96
2995 EAV 2223-610-05 $83.69 $83.69
1 Curriculum Ass 1240-610-55 $40.56
1240-631-55 71.02 $111.58 3000 Eric 2222-630-37 $10.65 $10.65
2 Curr Inno 1153-610-53 $285.00 3025 Ed Filmstrips 2223-453-05 $93.00
1154-610-54 49.95 $334.95 2223-610-05 63.00 $156.00
7 N Currier 2542-610-12 $16,80 $16.80 3033 Ed Insights 1118-610-18 $19.25 $19.25
1 Custeaus 1103-610-03 $33.61 3034 Ell 1125-741-25 $72.95
1125-610-25 85.32 1125-742-25 1,343.75 $1,416.70
1127-610-27 32.02








2 Data Com 2390-360-01 $951,00 $951.00 1240-631-55 38.64 $234.89
Deacy 2213-270-27 $190.00 $190.00 3073 Ed Pub Svce 1240-631-55 $88.20 $88.20




C C Elliott 2542-653-12 $6,244.69 $6,244.69
52








3250 Fences Unlimit 2543-610-12 $265.00 $265.00
3903 Petty Cash 1131-610-31 $9.75




3344 A Fischer 2122-53-26 $17.39 $17.39 2222-610-37 3.20




3350 Follett 2222-630-37 $511.98 $511.98 2410-610-07 3.65
2542-610- 12 13.76
3360 Forest 2222-630-37 $30.50 $30.50 2543 656-12 6.00



























3516 GE 1131-610-31 $59.54 $59.54 2545-440-12 32.95
3591 Ginn 1118-610-18 $304.07 3949 Town Hamp 2314-550-01 $1,152.00
118-631-18 8.00 3900-118-01 210.00
1150-630 50 111.31
1150-631-50 455.23 $878.61 3959 G Hansee 2553-519-55 $2,040.00
3634 Goldsmith 1147-610-47 $317.16 3961 Harcourt
















3640 M Gorham 2314-380-01 $20.00 $20.00 1240-631-55 17.61
3641 S Gorham 2314-380-01 $6.70 $6.70 3990 Harolds 2542-440-12 $58.20
3642 Goulet 1154-631-54 $171.00 $171.00 4020 M Hartwell 1200-122-55 $146.25
3843 Hammett 1103-610-03 $1,694.19 4053 Harvey Lumber 2542-44012 $467.63
1118-610-18 54.35 2542-610-12 172.27
1125-610-25 1,240.23
1125-741-25 110.02 4060 Hatch Press 2132-610-44 $88.00
1127-610-27 1.244.37
1140-610-40 70.34
4081 Hav Gaz 2319-540-01 $167.74
1153-610-53 36.55




4251 Hertz 2222-741-37 $410.42
3862 Hampshire ED 1125-580-25 $325.00 $325.00
4291 Highsmith 1125-610-25 $8.59
:3864 Hampshire Musi 1141-610-41 $492.78 $492.78 2122-610-26 22.83
3878 HCS Activity 2190-890-25 $50.00
2222-610-37 49.29
2543-610-12 86.00 $136.00
4298 Jos Hill Agcy 2313-523-57 $272.00





4312 Hillyard 2542-610-12 $1,278.87
1154-610-54 5.50
2122-53226 14.19 4329 Hitchcock Clin 2142-330-55 $150.00
2122-610-26 21.13
2410-532-06 94.09 4361 Holt 1140-631-40 $97.58
2542-610-12 4.46 $219.49
4417 V Hotho 2222-630-37 $547.04
;3899 Hamp Hdwr 2542-440-12 $190.25
i






5460 Mafix 1240-610-55 $29.65 $29.65
5480 Mag Sub Svce 2222-640-37 $161.29 $161.29
OIBM 2390-360-01 $3,438.47 $3,438.47
5483 Maguire 2542-441-12 $275.00 $275.00
IIBM 2390-360-01 $138.00 $138.00
5488 Mainco 1125 610-25 $1,058.73




5 Teach Ed 1153-610-53 $66.97 $66.97
5515 Man Union 1154-610-54 $40.00
6 Interstate Prn 1240-610-55 $6.08 $6.08 2318-540-01 55.05 $95.05
B Interstate 1131-610-31 $31.50 $31.50 5565 Marie Anne 2319-61001 $25.00 $25.00
9 Interstate 1118-610-18 $115.30 $115.30 5572 Maroney 2542-442 12 $8,512.27 $8,512.27
2 Janus 1240-631-55 $25.20 $25.20 5585 Martins 1131-610-31 $165.58 $165.58




5 F Jones 2900-211-01 $71.00 $71.00
1240-630-55 140.58 $224.65
3 K C Carpets 4600-490-01 $191.60 $191.60
5700 McGraw Hill 1150-630-50 $6.38 $6.38
9 Kaplan 1240-610-55 $20.79 $20.79
5779 Mears 2542-610 12 $17.45




















5 Klockit 1134-610-34 $121.20 $121.20
5830 Merrimack Bus 1125-742-25 $595.00




5 Lakeshore 1153-610-53 $9.86 $9.86 2410-440-01 165.00 $815.95
9 Lambert 1134-610-34 $149.11 $149.11 5901 Midway 4200-390-01 $6,995.00 $6,995.00
7 Larsen 2410-580-01 $53.40 $53.40 5922 Mikes Landsc 2543-610-23 $120.00 $120.00
5 Law Eagle Trib 1154-631-54 $63.00 5943 Milliken 1103-610-02 $15.81
2319-540-01 $311.34 $311.34 1125-610-25 10.86 $26.67




5 Lrn Well 2223-610-05 $16.99 $16.99
6125 Moore Hart 2132-330-44 $496.00 ^













1 Letoile 2542-441-12 $324.75 2190-890-25 9.57
2542-442-12 505.35 $830.10 2213-270-25 457.00 $513.57 :




9 Line Lumber 2542-440-12 $78.97
2542-610-12 112.30 $191.36 6195 Mt Washington 2410-580-01 $240.60 $240.60




8 R Little 2410-580-01 $9.80 $9.80
6270 Mutual Aids 1125-610-25 $19.15 $19.15
4 Lone Tree 1134-610-34 $37.25 $37.25
6290 Nasco 1131-741-31 $70.69 $70.69
9 Loral 2314-610-01 $176.65
2490-890-07 $141.30 $317.95 6293 Nassp 1118-610-18 $14.50 $14.50
































6835 NH Pub TV
t











































































































6991 N E Audio
6992 NE Delta












































































7597 Psych Corp 1140-631-40 $22.55 $22.55 8371 Seymour Pub 1118-61018 $43.35
7599 PS Station 1125-741-25 $48.00 $48.00 8383 Shoe String 2222-630-37 $46.00
7622 PSNH 2542-652-12 31,216.95 $31,216.95 8414 S Burdett 1141-630-41 $100.49
7631 Pulsar 2546-89012 $168.00 $168.00 8438 Simplex 2542-442-12 $155.10
7675 RN 2132-630-44 $15.97 $15.97 8522 Smiths Fire Eq 2542-440-12 $46.00
7690 Raintree ????-630-37 $67.83 $67.83 8535 Solar-Tech 2542-44212 $3,965.66
7692 A Randall 2313-111-01 $400.00 $400.00 8540 Soule, Leslie 2315-380-01 $330.00
7724 Random House 1140-631-40 $126.27 8559 Seresc 1200-569-55 $20,098.96




7752 RECI 2222-630-37 $256.33 $256.33
8575 J Sowers 2213-340-01 $170.00
7840 Rinehart 1118-610-18 $4.13 $4.13
8586 Spectrowax 2542-610-12 $29.54
7872 Riverside 1118-610-18 $284.33
1118-631-18 626.23 8619 Sportabout 1147-741-47 $118.00
1150-630-50 5.70 $916.26
8624 Sprague 2542-653-12 $24,300.50
7874 Riverside 1118-631-18 $285.45-
2123-610-01 906.74 $621.29 8641 Std Duplicator 2410-440-07 $85.00
7892 Roberts 2545-440-12 $108.00 $108.00 8642 Std Dup 2410-440-07 $146.10
7952 Rock Cnty News 2319-540-01 $61.00 $61.00 8654 Standard Pap 2542-61012 $1,349.20









8108 Salem Sch Dst 1128-56301 $2,814.00 $2,814.00
8721 B Steer 1150-580-50 $30.00
8115 Salem Rad 2132-340-44 $35.00 $35.00
8727 M Stenson 2114-380-01 $348.00















8252 Scholastic 1118-610-18 $355.50
1131-610-31 63.20 8773 H Stover 2553-519-55 $820.80
1154-610-54 207.00 $625.70
8785 H Stratton 1125-580-25 $83.00
8253 Scholastic 1118-610-18 $8.60
1140-610-40 4.54 8816 Sup Documents 222-630-37 $5.30
1154-631-54 85.86 $99.00 2319-610-01 22.50








8283 Schoolmaster 1153-61053 $80.41 $80.41
2410-610-07 352.09
8286 Schoolmasters 2542-610-12 $19.56 $19.56
8864 Tamarack 2542-441-12 $24.50
8315 Scienceland 2222-640-37 $24.00 $24.00
2543-610-12 190.00
8336 Scott Foresman 1118-610-18 $30.09
8880 Teh Ctr 1240-610-55 $57.03
1118-630-18 238.91






1140-630-40 114.48 8889 Teach Ed 2223-61005 $42.95
1150-630-50 87.80
1240-631-55 13.96 $904.44 8890 Tchrs Ctr 1240-610-55 $47.41
8341 Scott's 4200-390-01 $244.72 $244.72 8894 TRC 1240-610-55 $26.78




8350 Sears 1140-610-40 $352.68 2213-270-26 165.00
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ANNUAL REPORT - 1984
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
The long predicted growth of students has arrived. At the August 13,1984 School Board Meeting, 1
reported to the School Committee that I was surprised by the lack of new students. Two weeks later we
registered thirty-two new students. Enrollments have been on the rise ever since. We deleted a teacher at the
Middle School in last year's budget because seventy-five students were graduating and only fifty students
were projected for the entering grade five class. By December 1984, Middle School enrollments grew
significantly so the we had to add a sixth grade teacher. The Central School also has grown substantially. By
October of 1984, we added a third grade teacher. When I first arrived in Hampstead in 1978, the District
enrollment was five hundred and fourteen. Enrollments fell to a low of approximately four hundred and sixty
students several years ago, and we eliminated a couple of teaching positions. However, as of January
31,1985, we have five hundred and twenty-two students. All signs point to continued growth.
The Central School has already felt growing pains. The Autistic Class supported by the Southeast
Regional Education Consortium will have to find a new home in another school district. Under the leadership
of George Wright and the teaching leadership of Barbra Salladay and her staff, Particia Conte and Kathleen
Gendron, the program has flourished. We with the children and their teachers well in their "New Home". I
feel our students benefited from the experience of sharing our educational facility and programs with these
special children.
The Central School facutly has done without a teachers' room for most of the current school year and is
looking forward to a room to socialize, eat, and exchange ideas. As the voters consider the budget for 1985-
86, 1 hope they will take note of the fact that this year (1984-85) we are educating forty-four more students
than last year and definitely need to increase many of the budget line items. Doing so will ensure that our
teachers and students have the necessary resources for a viable education in a dynamic economy.
Perhaps the most significant personnel change in many years took place with the retirement of June
Duston this past year. The fact that June had such a fantastic retirement party last fall is the best testimony
to her as a terrificpersonand secretary. June's quiet efficiency and extreme competence, coupled with a
terrific capacity for hard work, enabled many of us to perform our jobs knowing that June would not let us
fail. June is missed by faculty, students, and parents, but be assured she left the ship in good shape; and we
know we better keep it that way - or else.
We are all encouraged by the recent progress made by Bernie Bartnicki after his liver transplant operation
last fall. His courage and determination have been an inspiration to his students. The eighth grade students
are justifiably disappointed at not having "Mr. B" for math, but are happy to have a competent substitute
in Mrs. Cindy Blais, who came out of a very brief retirement to help us out. We are looking forward to Mr.
Bartnicki's return.
The retirement of Ted Currier last fall as head custodian prompted the School Board to change the
position to that of Facilities Manager. The addition of Mr. Robert Grosso, with a wider range of
responsibilities than his predecessor, has enabled me to spend more time on educational matters.
The District is in the first full year of a Chapter I Program designed to improve the reading and writing skills
of educationally disadvantaged students in grades three through eight. Under the supervision of Mrs. Bea
Steer, three aides work in the classrooms with teachers and children to provide the individual help that is so
necessary for some of our children. We are very encouraged by the academic growth of the students.
The Young Authors Program under the leadership of Central School teachers Susan Mellow and Marion
MacNeill continues to make an impact upon the writing ability of our students at all grade levels.
The Middle School music program continues to be a great success under the leadership of Mr. Dillard
Collins.
Space limitations make it impossible to list all programs and personnel that have impacted upon the
education of our children. However, I would like to thank all staff in both schools for a job well done.
I am also appreciative of the support of the community in general, the School Board, and Superintendent




REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
for the Fiscal Year July 1,1983 through June 30,1984
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1,1983
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from All Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid














Revenue from Local Sources:
Current Appropriation $1,874,015.00
Other Revenue from Local Sources
Refunds $48,448.76
Other Local Revenue 18,880.93
$68,329.69
Revenue from State Sources




Revenue From Federal Sources
Federal Projects $17,557.55
$17,557.55
Total Net Receipts from all Sources $2,017,096.31
Cash On Hand at Beginning of Year, July 1,1983
GeneralFund $31,729.86
Grand Total Net Receipts $2,048,826.17
BALANCE SHEET - June 30,1984









Accounts Owed by District
Encumbrances $12,723.35
TOTAL LIABILITIES 12,723.35
Surplus (Excess of Assets over Liabilities) 11,288.56
GRAND TOTAL $24,011.91
59
Details of Administrative Salaries
1984-85
Superintendent of Schools
Hampstead Share $ 8,940.00
Timberlane Share 38,560.00
Total $47,500
Asst. Supt. of Schools










Fiscal Year Beginning July 1,1983 and Ending June 30,1984
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was tal<en from official records and is
complete and correct to the best of our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with





Mr. Robert C. Grandy
Mrs. Henri Eastman
Mrs. Nancy Bleser
Mrs. Virginia E. Clark



























San Francisco State University
Mt. St. Mary's College
Notre Dame College
University of New Hampshire
University of New Hampshire
HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
1984-85
Professional Staff Degree University
Robert P. Little, Principal CAGS Boston State College
Marilyn Archibald B.S. Fitchburg State College
Bernard Bartnicki M.A. University of Lowell
Cynthia Blais B.S. Fitchburg State College
Susan Brassard B.S. Keene State College
Doris Buco M.Ed. Notre Dame College
Dillard Collins B. Music University of Lowell
Judith Cotter B.S. Bridgewater State College
Edith Daley M.A. Lowell State College
Kathleen Deacy B.S. Lowell State College
Steven DeFronzo M.Ed. Northeastern University
James Dodge CAGS Boston State College
Sandra Dorval B.Ed. Plymouth State College
Chadwick Dresser B.A. Carthage College
Raymond Flaherty B.Ed. Framingham State College
Betty Garfield B.A.E. Ohio State University
Diane Herter B.S. University of Minnesota
Rosemary Langlois B.A. Rivier College
Andrea Margolis M.Ed. University of Maine
Joecille Murphy R.N. Framingham Union Hospital
Jane Murray B.S. University of New Hampshire
Patricia O'Connell B.S. Lowell State College
Beatrice Steer B.A. University of New Hampshire
Gary Tepe M.Ed. California State College
Nancy Warren M.Ed. Columbia University
Robert Wilmot M.Ed. Plymouth State College
61
AUDITORS OPINION
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining fund and account group
financial statements of the Hampstead School District as of and for the year ended June 30,1984, as listed in
the accompanying table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the General Fixed Asset group of accounts, which sould be included to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion.except that omission of the General Fixed Asset group of accounts results in an incomplete
presentation as explained in the above paragraph, the combined financial statements and the combining
fund and account group financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial position of the
Hampstead School District at June 30,1984 and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining fund and account group financial statements and supplemental schedules
listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the combined financial statements of the Hampstead School District. The information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial statements and, in our opinion
is stated fairly in all material respects in relation to the combined financial statements taken as a whole.








FIRE - Call 329,6942
Be sure to state location of fire.
Tell operator [^ou want the Hampstead Fire Department.
In Case of Emergency Such As:
DROWING - HEART ATTACK - ASPHYXIATION
SERIOUS INJURIES
Call EMERGENCY RESCUE SQUAD 329-6942
POLICE Call Chief Letoile, 329-5700
Rockingham County Dispatch Center, Toll Free 1-800-582-7177
or Call Operator
— State Business Briefly -
DOG OFFICER Denis N. Currier 329-5052
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Chip Hastings Warden 329-6442
Paul Wcntworth, Deputy Warden 329-5571
Charlie Kinney, Deputy Warden 329-5357
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH EVERY TUESDAY
Must be on Roadside at 6:00 A.M.
8 Bags or 4 barrels (not 55 gal. drums) allowed each dwelling
TRANSFER LANDFILL AREA OPEN:
Wednesday 2:00-4:00 P.M.
Saturday 1:00-4:00 P.M.
Sunday 2:00-4:00 P.M.
LIBRARY HOURS
Tuesday 9:00-9:00
Wednesday ...- 2:00-6:00
Thursday 9:00-9:00
Saturday 9:00-1:00

